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Summary 

Optical systems have become more complex the last decades. Non-rotationally symmetrical 
optical surfaces need to be manufactured on precision lathes using fast tool servos that pro
vide the movement of the tool in the axial direction of the spindle. A rotary fast tool servo 
is designed as the final project of theMaster of Science study Mechanica! Engineering of the 
author. The fast tool servo will be able to manufacture non-rotationally symmetrie optical 
surfaces of polymers at high throughput. It will be possible to manufacture multi focal eye 
glasses without polishing as a finishing manufacturing step. 

The rotary fast tool servo is designed to achieve accelerations of the tool tip up to 
400 m · s-2 and a tool stroke of 10 mm. The actuator is placed in the centre of the sys
tem and is water cooled because of the high heat dissipation of 550 W. A low inertia arm 
connects the tool with the actuator and provides the acceleration of the tool. The rnaving 
parts of the system are supported by a hydrastatic bearing system. Two radial bearings and 
one axial bearing are used in the compact bearing system. Form accuracy and surface quality 
are important for this precision device. Resolution, mechanica! stability and vibrations are 
therefore of major concern. A resolution of 10 nm for the positioning can be achieved using 
a double angular rotation measurement system. This system is not designed in detail but 
the feasibility of the implementation is shown. Mechanica! stability covers the influence of 
temperature changes in the system and the stiffness of the design on the quality of the prod
uct. Temperature changes in the system that result from the heat generation of the actuator 
will deform the structure. The heat transfer from the coils to other parts than the cooling 
is minimized and the construction of the arm is built symmetrically around the actuator to 
reduce bending. At the tool tip a stiffness of 10 N / p,m is designed. The bandwidth is limited 
by the vibrations in the system. The first low damped resonance mode is present in the 
positioning loop of the tool is at 4.5 kHz. The first over damped mode is at 1 kHz. 

During the design process always an optimum has to be found between the performance 
of the actuator and the parameters that determine the optical quality. A straight forward 
working method does not exist. Relevant factors of the design are modelled and these models 
tagether with mechanica! solutions are used to determine that final design. Finite element 
calculations and computer aided design were very important tools to perfarm the design 
process. 
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Samenvatting 

Optische systemen zijn de laatste decennia steeds complexer geworden. Niet rotatiesym
metrische systemen worden geproduceerd met behulp van hoge precisie fast tool servo's die 
de beitel in the axiale richting van de spindel verplaatsen. De auteur heeft in het kader van 
zijn afstuderen een roterende fast tool servo ontworpen. Het ontwerp kan gebruikt worden 
voor het verspanen van niet rotatiesymmetrische optische oppervlakken uit kunststof poly
meren. Het zal mogelijk zijn om multi focus brillenglazen te verspanen zonder te polijsten als 
nabewerking. 

De rotererende fast tool servo kan versnellingen halen tot 400 mjs2 en de maximale slag 
van de beitel is 10 mm. Het ontworpen actuator gedeelte is in het centrum van het systeem 
geplaatst en is watergekoeld vanwege de een relatief hoge warmteproductie van 550 W. Deze 
korte slag actuator kan beschouwd worden als een samengevouwen lineaire motor waarvan 
de permanente magneten bewegen en de spoelen op de vaste wereld bevestigd zijn. Een 
arm met een lage traagheid verbindt de beitel met de actuator. Er wordt gebruik gemaakt 
van hydrostatische olielagering die bestaat uit twee radiaallagers en een axiaallager. Het 
lager is zo compact mogelijk gebouwd. Vorm nauwkeurigheid en oppervlakte kwaliteit zijn 
uitermate belangrijk. De resolutie, de mechanische stabiliteit en trillingen in het systeem 
hebben hierop een grote invloed. Een positioneer resolutie van 10 nm kan gehaald worden 
door gebruik te maken van een dubbel uitgevoerd rotatiemeetsysteem. Dit gedeelte is niet 
tot in detail ontworpen maar de haalbaarheid is aangetoond. Onder mechanische stabiliteit 
worden de invloeden van temperatuursveranderingen en de stijfheid van het systeem op de 
uiteindelijke kwaliteit van het produkt verstaan. Temperatuursveranderingen in het systeem 
als gevolg van de warmteproduktie van de aktuator en de lagering resulteren in deformaties 
van de constructie. De warmteoverdracht van de aktuator naar andere delen dan de koeling 
van het systeem is geminimaliseerd en de arm is symmetrisch rond de aktuator gebouwd om 
ongewenste buiging te verminderen. De stijfheid aan de beitelpunt van het ontwerp bedraagt 
10 N/ p,m. De bandbreedte van het systeem wordt beperkt door de laagste resonantiefrequen
tie in het systeem. De laagste laag gedempte eigenfrequentie in de positieloop van het systeem 
ligt op 4.5 kHz. De eerste sterk bovenkritisch gedempte resonantie ligt op 1 kHz. 

Het ontwerptraject bestond uit het vinden van een optimum tussen enerzijds de te halen 
slag en versnelling van het systeem en anderzijds de parameters die de kwaliteit van het uitein
delijke product bepalen. Een recht door zee methode bestaat daar niet voor. De relevante 
ontwerpfactoren zijn gemodelleerd en een eindontwerp is gevonden door optimalisatie en spec
ifieke mechanische oplossingen. Het gebruik van eindige elementen methode berekeningen en 
computer aided design waren zeer belangrijke hulpmiddelen bij het ontwerpen. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

In the present industry cost reduction, environmental impact and product quality are of ma
jor concern. Multi focal glasses are a typical example of products that require an expensive 
production process that impacts the environment. An impravement of the process will result 
in large benefit because of the increasing amounts that are required in the near future. Multi 
focal glasses are mainly used by people of higher age and this part of the population is in
creasing. The production of the glasses requires polishing to achieve optical surface quality 
after the main form is made. The polishing process uses fiuids that impact the environment, 
it decreases the form accuracy and it is time consuming. 

Within the section Precision Engineering of the department of Mechanica! Engineering one 
of the research projects is to imprave precision machining of polymers. Polymers are machined 
with diamond tools on a precision lathe. The wear of the diamond tools is investigated and 
solutions to reduce the expensive costs need to be found. The used precision lathe is developed 
by Philips N.V. in the eighties and will be upgraded during the project. Till now the software 
is improved and the drive and position measurement system of the guides is modernized to 
achieve a resolution of 1 nm. The software and control system will be improved further and 
a fast tool servo will be built and implemented on the lathe. This fast tool servo will be used 
to machine optical surfaces like multi focal glasses. It will simplify the production process 
of multi focal glasses because it will be possible to achieve optical surface quality without 
polishing. 

1.1 Project Description 

The goal of this project is to develop the fast tool servo for the Colath lathe. It has to provide 
the movement of the tool perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the product. Non-rotational 
symmetrical objects like multi focal glasses can be machined at high throughput if the accel
eration of the tool is high. The surface quality and form accuracy depend on the mechanics 
of the fast tool servo and the resolution of the positioning system. Fast tool servos are com
monly used in the lens industry and intensive research has been performed last decades. The 
designed fast tool servo will have higher acceleration capability than the existing ones and a 
langer tool movement stroke. High throughput for products that require a large stroke of the 
tool can only be achieved if the acceleration is high. 



2 1.2 Thesis Organization 

During the last year the author worked on the mechanica! design of a rotary fast tool servo 
(RFTS) as the final project of his study mechanica! engineering. The RFTS makes rotations 
and accelerates the tool that is placed at a distance off the rotational axis. The actuator of the 
system can be placed near the centre and accelerates not as fast as the tool itself. This methad 
makes it possible to achieve higher acceleration in comparison with systems where the actuator 
with a relatively high inertia has to undergo the same acceleration as the tool. Important 
are high stiffness of the system, the inertia and reproducibility. A hydrastatic bearing will be 
used in the centre of the bearing. Oil under high pressure is already available for the Colath 
lat he and hydrastatic bearings have high stiffness and reproducible behaviour. Tool height 
adjustment needs to be implemented into the design. The actuator will be designed compact 
and will have high torque output. Water cooling is used for the cooling of the actuator. 

1. 2 Thesis Organization 

The design itself and the design steps are described in this thesis. First a short introduetion 
about the use of fast tool servos for optical non-rotationally symmetrie surfaces is given 
tagether with the requirements and specifications. In chapter three the concept of the design 
is discussed. The sealing of the design and the constrains for the implementation on the 
Colath lathe are given. The bearing design and the actuator design are the main parts of 
the design and are discussed in chapter four and chapter five. The overall mechanica! design 
is discussed in chapter six. The system stiffness and the dynamics of the total system are 
given. A short overview of the manufacturing and assembly of the tool servo can be found in 
chapter seven and the conclusions and recommendations in chapter eight. 



Chapter 2 

Non-Rotationally Symmetrie 
Optical Surfaces 

Lot of research on tooling of optical surfaces has been performed last decades. The use of 
numerical controlled lathes made it possible to make complex farms. The quality demands 
have been increased and nowadays it is possible to make products with high form accuracy 
and optical surface quality that are used in optical starage products like DVD lenses. High 
precision lathes are equipped with air bearings for the spindie and hydrastatic bearings can be 
used for the guiding of the machine axes. All factors that influence the quality are controlled 
or the effects on the final product are minimized using smart design solutions. Temperature 
gradients in the machine influence the form accuracy and vibrations in the machine affect the 
surface roughness and shape. 

0.04 

0 .04 0.04 

Figure 2.1: left: Non-rotationally symmetrie surface on the; right: Conventions for the tool 
position, w the angular velocity of the spindle, cp is the angular position of the 
spindle, r is the position of the tool in the radial direction and Zt is the tool 
position in the axial direction of the spindle. 

If the surface is non-rotationally symmetrie the tool translates perpendicular to the sur
face. Figure (2.1) gives a schematic representation of the tool and the surface. A fast tool 
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servo can be used to translate the tool [Lud99] and only the product rotates. In [Ren97] the 
total spindle translates the product and the tool remains steady. The total mass of the spindle 
is higher than the moving mass of a fast tool servo in general and causes high reaction forces 
on the frame when high accelerations are required and measures to decouple the actuator of 
the lathe are not taken. 

2.1 Performance and Throughput 

In [Lud99] an analysis of the requirements for a fast tool servo for the production of multi 
focal glasses is given. In that thesis a rotatory fast tool servo with roller hearings is described. 
The required maximal acceleration and the stroke of the tool servo are important parameters 
for the production of glasses. A stroke of 10 mm and an acceleration of about 200 m/s2 are 
required. The acceleration that his final design can achieve is 500 m/s2 . These values are 
used in this thesis as reference values and no further research on the economical requirements 
have been performed. The average throughput for a tool servo will be about one glass per 
minute. 

A sinusoidal tool movement is used as a reference to calculate speed and acceleration of 
the tool. The tool position Zt, using cylindrical coordinates, is given in equation (2.1) as a 
function of the spindle position c/J. In figure (2.1) the resulting shape is represented. 

A · T 
Zt = j(T, cjJ) = - · sin(2 cjJ) 

Tout 
(2.1) 

The outer radius of the shape is Tout and the amplitude at that radius is A. The velocity 
and acceleration of the tool in the axial direction ( Zt) can be calculated by taking the time 
derivatives of equation (2.1). Fora constant spindle speed of fspindle, the spindle position cjJ 
equals 27r · fspindle · t. The tool speed Vtool is given by (2.2) and the tool acceleration atool is 
given by (2 .3) . 

47r · fspindl e · A · T 
Vtool = 

Tout 

atool = 
167!"2 . J';pindle . A. T 

Tout 

2.2 Surface Quality and Form Accuracy 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

The human eye is very sensitive for the surface quality. A surface roughness of Ra = 10 nm is 
the maximal value for optical quality [Ren97]. Summarized following parameters determine 
the surface quality: 

Tooi feed rate 

In figure (2.2) a schematic is given that illustrates the height differences in the surface due 
to the radius of the tool tip. The feed rate is not a concern for the design of the RFTS, 
but a lower feed rate per spindle revolution can only be compensated using a higher spindle 
frequency. Higher accelerations are the result. 
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tooi feed rate 

Figure 2.2: Effect of the feed rateon the surface quality 

Vibrations 

Vibrations in the system with an amplitude higher than the maximal surface roughness will 
result in reduced optical surface quality. It is not possible to give a general rule concerning 
the reduction of vibrations in the design. System stiffness, damping and mass infiuence the 
vibrations in the fast tool servo. 

Resolution Positioning 

A surface roughness of Ra = 10 nm can only be achieved when the resolution and repro
ducibility of the positioning system is lower than this value. After each spindie revolution the 
tool needs to be positioned at about the same position. 

Stiffness at Tooi 

The stiffness between the tool tip and the work part infiuences the form accuracy. In industry 
10 N / 1-Lm is used to achieve a good surface quality. Discussion with specialists did not result in 
a clear explanation for this value. Literature research did not give a clear explanation neither. 
The only satisfying explanation can be given if the tooling force Ft and form accuracy are 
used in relation with the stiffness k. In equation (2.4) the relation between the tooling force, 
the stiffness and the tool position Zt in the z direction is given. 

k =Ft 
ÓZt 

(2.4) 

A force will result in a deviation of the tool position because of the elasticity. If the force is 
Ft = 1 N and a form uncertainty of 0.1 f.,Lffi, indicated by Óz t, is required the stiffness needs 
to bek= 10 N/f.-Lm. 

2.3 Existing Fast Tool Servos 

Literature research about different concepts (e.g. [Har99], [Lud99]) that have been developed 
is performed prior to this project by F.G.A. Homburg. Because of the performance of the 
fast tool servos or the complexity of the designs the choice to make a new design was made. 
Air hearings or fiexures are commonly used in designs. Air hearings require a moving mass 
that is relatively large in comparison to the actuation force that can be delivered. Flexures 
are only suitable for small strokes. The stroke is limited by the mechanica! stresses due to 
large deformations. 

A rotary fast tool servo has the potential to achieve the requirements: the moving mass 
may low, a hydrastatic bearing system with high damping can be used and no reaction forces 
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in the direction of the tool movement (z-direction) are applied on the lathe. In next chapter 
more details are given about the RFTS. 



Chapter 3 

Rotary Fast Tooi Servo 

In previous chapter it is explained that high accelerations up to 500 mjs2 at the tool tip are 
preferred to make products at high throughput . A rotary fast tool servo (RFTS) will be used 
to achieve this requirement. The advantage of using a RFTS is that the actual actuator part 
doesn't have to be accelerated, only the tool that is connected by a low inertia arm to the 
actuator part undergoes the required 500 m/s2 . 

x guide 

Figure 3.1: Schematic of the Rotary Fast Tool Servo, the direction of the hydrastatic guides 
are presented, the lengthof the arm is larm, the angular position of tool arm is 
e. 

Tomeet optical surface quality ofthe product the mechanica! behaviour ofthe RFTS needs 
to be predictabie and the stiffness, in the static and dynamic situation, at the tool tip needs 
to be high enough, 10 N / J-tm. The elastic components of the RFTS that influence the effective 
stiffness are the conneetion arm of the actuator, the used hearing, the actuator itself and the 
additional components that are used to attach the RFTS to the precision lathe. All elastic 
parts are optimized to meet their requirements and to have the minimal stiffness. As will 
be explained in following sections, there is always a conflict between stiffness and performance. 

Because the tool makes small rotations instead of an axial motion the trajectory needs to 
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be adapted. Near the centre of the work part the axial motion will be low and in the center 
even equal to zero. At the outer side of the work part the movement of the tool in the radial 
direction can be large depending on the required axial movement. This needs to be taken 
into account and can require extra machining. 

3.1 Sealing of the Design 

To make a start of the design the dimensions are related to each other and the performance 
parameters. The relations give a fi.rst insight to the designer for the sealing of the dimensions. 
It will become clear that building a large actuator will not result in higher acceleration. The 
first analysis gives the relations between dimensions and acceleration. The used equations are 
simple; more elaborate evaluations are given in following chapters. 

Acceleration 

The acceleration of the tool at depends on the delivered torque, the inertia of the moving 
parts and the distance la between the tool tip and the rotation axis. Equation (3.1) gives 
the acceleration. According to figure (3.1) () is the angular position of the tool arm. This 
calculation method is an approximation of the effective acceleration in the axial direction of 
the tool and will be used in the total design to keep the equations simple and to increase the 
insight. For the tool path generation when the servo will be implemented on the lathe the 
exact calculation is required. 

·· Tact 
at= la· fJ =la·- (3.1) 

Jsys 

The characteristic mass and radius of the system that determine the inertia Jsys are msys 

and T sys. They are not the physical val u es of the system but give an indication for the sealing 
of the design. V is the volume of the system, p is the density of the system and hsys is the 
height of the system. 

J 2 2 V 2 2 h 4 sys = Tsys. msys = Tsys . p . rv Tsys. p. 1f. Tsys. rv Tsys (3.2) 

The torque of the actuator is proportional to the second power of the radius of the actuator 
(Tact) assuming that the total width (wcoil) of the coils over the surrounding at that radius is 
proportional to the radius of the actuator. At the coil position the magnetic field strength is 
B . The length of the coils is lcoil, the thickness of the coils is tcoil, I is the current and J is 
the current density. 

Tact Tact · Fact = Tact · B · i · lcoil = Tact · B · J · Wcoil · tcoil · lcoil 

rv Tact. B . J. Tact. tcoil . lcoil 

2 
Tact (3.3) 

Symmetry and compact design will result in a linear ratio between the size of the actuator 
part, the size of the tool arm and the size of the total system. The acceleration can be 
calculated combining previous equations and is proportional to the inverse of the system 
radius. 

2 
Tact Tsys 

Tt · -- rv T · --
Jsys sys T~ys 

(3.4) 
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It is not realistic to make a RFTS with a radius of zero that achieves infinite acceleration. 
The only condusion that can be made is that the size of the design needs to be minimized. 

Surface quality and form accuracy 

Surface quality and form accuracy are determined by the measurement system, temperature 
stability, reproducibility, dynamica! behaviour and stiffness. It is not possible to give a sim
ple model that describes the infiuence of all the parameters. A shorter distance between the 
measurement system and the tool tip gives a higher resolution. Positioning the measurement 
device near the tool will also increase the inertia of the system. Temperature stability depends 
on the used materials, the internal heat transfer and the generated heat. The generated heat 
from the actuator is proportional to the produced torque from the actuator. The dynamica! 
behaviour of the system is determined by the performance of the bearing system and the mass 
and stiffness of the construction. 

In next chapters the effect of previous design parameters will be discussed. 

3.2 lmplementation on the Colath Lathe 

In figure (3.2) a schematic of the Colath precision lathe is given. Two hydrastatic linear 
bearings are used for the positioning of the spindie in the z-direction and the product in the 
x-direction. An external oil pump with a supply pressure of about p 8 = 20 bar is used. An air 
bearing is used for the spindle. This high accuracy bearing has small rotational deviations and 
is provided with air pressure by the high pressure air supply. At the moment of pubHeation 
of this thesis a design that will replace the existing bearing spindie and driving system was 
developed. 

y 

)-_, 
z 

Figure 3.2: Colath precision lathe [Sch94] 

This new design integrates the bearing and the actuator of the spindle. Special attention 
is given to minimize disturbance forces in the axial direction of the spindle. 
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The positions of the x ax:is en z ax:is are measured using linear scales from Haidenhein. 
This system tagether with a new drive system is implemented recently. The master-slave 
drive system consists of a voice-coil actuator (master) for the accurate positioning and an 
escap drive (slave) for the long range. The spindle rotation is measured using a magnet ring 
and a Hall sensor. In the future, further development of the positioning and control system 
will be performed. 

The RFTS will be attached on the x-guide using an additional frame. Not much space 
is available between the centre of the spindle and the lowest possible position for the frame. 
This constraint was one of the main restrictions for the design. The maximal height that is 
available is 80 mm. 

At the first stage of the design the goal was to use the existing oil supply of the Colath 
lathe. The initial bearing design would provide sufReient stiffness using the available pressure 
of the system. During the project an oil supply system at 40 bar became available. As a 
result a bearing design that is easier to manufacture could be used. 

The existing control system of the lathe will be used for the RFTS. It was not within the 
goal of this project to design the final control system and power supply system of the RFTS. 



Chapter 4 

Bearing Design 

The bearing system needs to support the system in five degrees of freedom, the RFTS is only 
allowed to make rotations around its axial direction. A combination of bearings will be needed 
to support the system: two radial bearings and an axial bearing are an obvious salution that 
is used in this design. Hydrastatic bearings that combine radial and axial bearings exist but 
are not used in this design because of geometrical and performance reasons. In figure ( 4.1) 
possible solutions are given in a schematic. 

a) axial hearing in center h) axial hearing on top c) axial hearing placed outside radial hearing 

Figure 4.1: Different bearing lay outs 

The radial bearings are placed symmetrical with respect to the actuator to achieve a force 
loop from the tool to the frame that crosses both bearings equally. In the early design stage 
the axial bearing was placed in the centre between both radial bearings because of symmetry. 
However this concept was too complex to realize mechanically due to lack of available space 
for the conneetion of both bearing parts and the oil channels. 

A hydrastatic bearing has an external oil supply. The oil pressure provides the load 
capacity of the bearing without the need of movements in the bearing as is the case for 
hydrodynamic bearings. As a consequence the behaviour in a static situation is predictable. 
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The friction is only determined by the almast constant fl uid film and not by the coulomb 
friction between bearing surfaces in contact to each other. Coulomb friction would result 
in stick slip effects that can not be tolerated in an accurate positioning device. The use of 
an aerostatic bearing is no option either. The supply pressure can not be as high as for a 
hydrastatic bearing and as a result the stiffness per bearing area will be lower. Because of 
the high compressibility of air in comparison to oil, air under high pressure can result in an 
explosion in the case of a fracture in the bearing. In the used bearing systems (figure 4.2) the 
oil flows through a flow resistor, flow controller or a similar part into the bearing recess. It 
flows out of the recess over the lands and is drained back to the supply system. The resistance 
on the flow over the lands depends on the gap size over the lands. 

Figure 4.2: Working principle hydrastatic bearing 

Increasing the gap size will decrease the resistance on the flow and decreasing the gap 
size will increase the resistance. If a force is applied on the bearing that decreases the gap 
size the flow rate and the pressure drop over the resistor decrease. The pressure in the recess 
increases and causes a counteracting force to the displacement of the bearing. Several bearing 
configurations and flow resistors are investigated and will be discussed in this chapter. As 
will be explained a flow resistor doesn't need to be a separate device in the supply system 
but can also be an inherent part of the bearing. 

4.1 Basic Fluid Equations 

Flow equations 

Standard fluid equations are used to model hydrastatic bearings. The Navier Stokes equation 
is the start equation to model flows through a geometry. Because this equation is toogeneral 
and takes variabiefluid properties into account a simplified version ( 4.1) that assumes constant 
viscosity and density and neglects the body farces on the fluid is used according to [RB92]. 

du 8p 2 p- = --+ry'\7 u 
dt ax 

dv 8p 2 p- = -- +ry'\J V 
dt ay 

dw 8p 2 
p- = -- +ry'\l w 

dt az ( 4.1) 

The flow veloeities in the x, y and z directions are respectively u, v, and w, pis the pressure, 
p is the fluid density and Tf is the dynamic viscosity. In order to solve the four variables the 
continuity equation is used. 
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In most cases the equations can be simplified to the general Reynold's equations ( 4.2) 
because the fluid film is very thin and the flow will be laminar [RB92]. 

(4.2) 

For common hearings the equations can be found in standard literature about hearing 
systems. It is not within the scope of this thesis to derive all equations for geometries when 
they are already mentioned in the literature. In figure (4.3) the conventions for equation (4.2) 
are explained. The fluid flows between two plates at a distance h. The upper plate is rnaving 
with a velocity U in the x direction and the velocity componentsof the flow are given by u in 
the x direction and v in the y direction. The equation will be used in the FEM analysis of the 

h 

~u 

Figure 4.3: Thin film flow 

investigated hearings types. A particular equation that is aften used is the relation between 
the flow rate Q and the pressure drop Op over a simple duet of length land width b (4.3). 

Q = h
3 
·l . t::.p 

12. ", . b 

As for electdeal systems ( R = U/ I) the resistance over a geometry is defined as ( 4.4). 

R= t::.p 
Q 

Reynolds' number 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

To determine if the flow is turbulent or laminar the Reynolds number can be calculated. It 
gives the ratio between the inertia farces in the flow and the viseaus friction farces . In a 
laminar flow the viseaus friction farces will be dominant and the Reynolds' number will lower 
than the critical Reynolds number that indicates if a flow is turbulent. In a duet for instanee 
the critical Reynolds number is 2320 [Boh89]. 

Re = '-p-· _v_· _d 

"' 
(4.5) 

The calculation methad of the Reynolds' number depends on the geometry. To assure a 
deterministic behaviour of the hearing, the flow in the hearings needs to be laminar because 
turbulent flow can cause vibrations in the system. 
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Bulk modulus and apparent bulk modulus 

The used oil in the bearings can not be assumed to be infinitely stiff: a change of the pressure 
in an oil volume will result in change of the volume. The change of the volume is proportional 
to the pressure and is given by the bulk modulus Kz of the oil. 

V 
~V=--·~p 

Kz 
(4.6) 

Attention needs to be given to air that is dissolved in the oil. The bulk compressibility will 
increase when the amount of air increases. The change in volume for oil with air dissolved in 
it can be described using equation ( 4. 7) with Kza the apparent bulk modulus [RB92]. Because 
the air volume is hard to determine this equation is not always useful but can be used to give 
an indication if problems occur when experiments are performed. The solved air volume is 
Va, the compressibility of air is Ka and the oil volume is Vz. 

K _ Kz 
la- 1 + Va·Kt 

Vi ·Ka 

(4.7) 

A supply pressure of at least 20 bar is recommended to avoid air bubbles in the oil that affect 
the bulk modulus [San99]. 

Newtonian fluid 

A Newtonian fluid has a resistance against shear. The force that acts between two bearing 
surfaces, with an overlap area A, that move with a velocity v relative to each other is given 
by equation (4.8). 

F = 17 0 A 0 V (4.8) 
h 

Important for the design is the resulting torque Tfric for a bearing of length l and diameter 
d that rotates with an angular velocity w . 

17 ° 7r 0 d3 0 l 0 w 
Tfric = 4h (4.9) 

Figure 4.4: Viscous friction in a bearing 
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The viscosity Tl depends on the oil temperature. The temperature of the oil changes 
because of the friction losses that are dissipated and other heat sourees from the rest of the 
system. 

Tl = T/O e-(3(T-To) (4.10) 

temperature in o C 

Figure 4.5: viscosity as a function of the temperature 

Pumping power 

The required pumping power is proportional to the pressure drop and the flow ( 4.11). 

Ppump = l:J.p · Q (4.11) 

The resulting temperature difference of the oil (Shell Tellus 32) can be calculated using 
equation (4.12). 

l:J.T = l:J.p (4.12) 
p·c 

The specific heat capacity c of the used oil is about 2.103 kj.K. A pressure drop of 40 bar 
results in a temperature rise of !::J.T = 2 °C. 

4.2 Static Behaviour of a Hydrastatic Bearing 

Hydrastatic bearings that operate in static situations are characterized by the laad capacity, 
stiffness and losses. During the design process, the static situation was always investigated 
first to make an estimation of the dimensions and to evaluate the feasibility of the concept. 
To illustrate the static behaviour a single pad bearing (figure 4.6) is used as a simple example. 
Other bearings are similar but have other constauts concerning the geometry. The bearing is 
supplied with a constant supply pressure p 8 • Befare the oil flows into the recess it undergoes 
a pressure drop i::J.Pres over a fixed or variabie resistor. The pressure in the recess equals Pr 
and depends on the gap size. 
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pump 

land 
P.~~ P, ~ Pa 
~~--~--

restriction land 

flow resistor 

Figure 4.6: Schematic single pad bearing 

The oil flows out of the recess over the lands with a gap size h and undergoes a pressure 
drop to atmospheric pressure Pa· The system will be considered as an electric system where 
the flow is modelled as a current and the pressure as a voltage. The total pressure drop is 
given by equation (4.13). Rres is the resistance on the flow over the resistor. 

f::l.Ptot b..Pres + b..pz 

Q · (Rres + Rz) (4.13) 

The resistance Rz over the land is given by equation (4.14). The ConstantBis dependant on 
the geometry of the bearing lands. 

(4.14) 

The pressure in the recess is given by equation ( 4.15). 

Pr Ps - b..Pres = Q · Rz 
Rz 

(4.15) 

Load capacity 

The load capacity of the bearing is given by the product of the effective area with the pressure 
in the recess and has a maximum when the pressure in the recess equals the supply pressure. 

Ae ·Pr 
Rz 

Ae . Rres + Rz . Ps (4.16) 

The effective area Ae is the ratio between the load on the bearing and the pressure in the 
recess and is geometry dependant. 

( 4.17) 
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Static stiffness 

Static stiffness is calculated by taking the derivative of the load to the gap size of the bearing. 

k = _ äFz 
äh 

( 4.18) 

Using a laminar flow resistor it can be derived that the stiffness is given by equation (4.19). 

k _ 3Ae · Ps Rres 1 

- h Rz ( 1 + RR~s r (4.19) 

The optimal value for the flow resistor can be calculated out of the derivative of the stiffness 
to the ratio a= Rres/ Rz. 

( 4.20) 

The optimal value can be found for a = 1, the resistances from the bearing and resistor at the 
nominal gap size will be the same. The maximal stiffness can be calculated using equation 
( 4.21) and with a = 1. 

K _ ~Ae · Ps 
max-4 ho ( 4.21) 

The stiffness for an opposed pad bearing (figure 4.7) is twice the stiffness of a single 
bearing because a variation will result in a counteracting force in both recesses. The other 
equations remain the same. 

Figure 4. 7: Schematic opposed pad bearing 

4.3 Dynamic Behaviour of a Hydrostatic Bearing 

The dynamic behaviour of the RFTS is important to know because the forces that are applied 
on the bearing are not statie. For the static situation it is possible to achieve infinite bearing 
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stiffness when using flow controllers. In the dynamic situation the time delay in the supply 
system from the flow resistor or compensating device to the recessin the bearing will influence 
the behaviour of the bearing that can be considered as a time dependent spring. Because the 
oil in the bearing is not incompressible, the stiffness of the bearing decreases at a characteristic 
frequency. If the compressibility of the fluid is high and the oil volume in the bearing recess 
and supply tubes between the bearing recess and oil chamber is high, instability of the bearing 
can occur. The behaviour can be explained physically by the fact that a change of the load 
on the bearing will result in a change of the pressure in the bearing that compresses the 
fluid. The displacement of the bearing will be compensated within the characteristic time of 
the compensating and supply system. Two other time dependent phenomena have a positive 
effect on the dynamic behaviour of the bearing: the squeeze damping over the lands and the 
resistance on the outflow of the fluid through the resistors when a disturbance is applied on 
the bearing. The squeeze damping will be evaluated separately from the other two effects, 
because it acts not in the load compensating part of the system. 

4.3.1 Dynamics U sing a Laminar Flow Resistor 

The dynamic behaviour depends on the used compensating device. Because the evaluated 
bearing designs have compensating devices that are similar to laminar flow resistors the 
dynamic behaviour of a system with laminar flow resistors is evaluated [RB92].In figure ( 4.8) 
a schematic that describes the dynamica! behaviour using block diagrams like in control 
engineering is given. The mass and squeeze damping can be recognized as standard parts 
of a damped mass system. The system stiffness is time dependant and not a constant like 
for normal spring, damper, mass systems. The stiffness of the fluid is given by the lubricant 

öF(s) 
+ 

1 1 öh( s) 
-- --

"' - ~ s.M s 

moving mass 

-..,+ 
B 

~ -
+.t 

squeeze damping 

A K 
1+s/ro

1 f+--e s 1 + s /ro
2 

pressure change in recess 

Figure 4.8: Block diagram dynamics 

stiffness that is dependent on the compressibility of the fluid itself and the elasticity of the 
tubes of the supply system. Because the length of the tubes between the resistors and the 
hearings is small and the tubes are built in the stiff steel bearing house the compliance of the 
tubes is disregarded. Equation ( 4.22) gives the fluid stiffness kd. Ae is the effective are and 
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V is the oil volume in the bearing. 

kd = Ae2 Kza 
V 

19 

( 4.22) 

According to [RB92] the relation between a change of the gap size 8h(s) and a resulting 
counteracting force 8F( s) is given by equation ( 4.23) with k 8 the static stiffness of the system 
and disregarding the damping and the mass of the system. 

_ 8F(s) = ks ·Ae. 1 +s/w1 
8h(s) 1 + sjw2 

( 4.23) 

The characteristic frequencies w1 and w2 are given by equations (4.25) and (4.25). k 8 is the 
static stiffness. 

2k8 
Wl = 2 

Ae Ro 
(4.24) 

(4.25) 

The system will have good dynamica! behaviour when the outflow through the resistors com
pensates the compression of the fluid. The characteristic frequency w1 needs to be lower than 
the characteristic frequency w2 • Otherwise negative damping can be present in the system 
and the system can become unstable. In figure ( 4.9) the bode plot of the transfer nmction of 

~r(:J is given. The dashed line represents the behaviour of a bearing with squeeze damping. 
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Figure 4.9: Bode plot of the stiffness of a characteristic hydrastatic bearing 

If no squeeze damping is present the behaviour is given by the solid line. At 3.5 kHz the 
magnitude decreases. An increase of the oil volume (100 x V) in the bearing results in a 
decreased magnitude below 100Hz. The behaviour is represented by the dotted line. 
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4.3.2 Squeeze Damping 

When two parallel plat es separated by an oil film are moved towards each other, the oil flows 
out of gap with a resistance due to the viscosity (figure (4.10)). The resistance will result in 
a counteracting force in the direction of the movement. Using the Reynolds equation (4.2) 
the force in the case of a typical bearing land can be calculated using equation (4.26). bis 
the width of plates and l is the length. 

TJ. b3 ·l dh 
F=- ·-

h3 dt 
( 4.26) 

The damping coefficient, B, is given by ( 4.27) 

(4.27) 

The damping coefficient can be large for hydrastatic hearings. The squeeze damping results 
in a dynamic behaviour that is over damped in the case of the used hearings. For each hearing 

h 

Figure 4.10: Squeeze damping 

that is used the dynamics has been evaluated. 

4.4 FEM Analysis 

The finite element calculations are intensively used to model the behaviour of the hearings. 
For non idealized geometries the use of exact analytical models will become too complicated or 
will even be impossible. A lot of research on hearings has already been performed in the past 
when computer capacity was not suflident or even unavailable to perform FEM calculations. 
As a consequence the designer had to work with equations assuming simplified geometry or 
had to use data based on experiments and existing FEM calculations. In this section it will 
be explained how the pressure distribution, the squeeze damping, the stiffness and the flow 
of a hearing can be calculated using finite element models. 

The Reynolds equation ( 4.2) is implemented into the FEM model. Because of the low 
velocity of the bearing surfaces and the fact that the hearings are hydrastatic the term 
[ 6TJU g~] is neglected. The Reynolds equation can be rewritten in following ( 4.28) form using 
the nabla operator. 

( 4.28) 
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The form of the partial differential equation that is used in the fini te element program is given 
by (4.29). 

-\7 [c\7u] = f (4.29) 

This equation is implemented in FEMLab [AB], the used program, as the subdomain condi
tion. The subdomain is the bearing surface in the two dimensional plane. The constants c 
and f correspond with the terms in the Reynolds equation and can be position dependent. 
The variabie u corresponds to the pressure that is solved over the surface. At the boundaries 
of the bearing surface, boundary conditions need to be implemented. A constant pressure 
and symmetry conditions are used as boundary conditions in the program. The element mesh 
is generated automatically by the program and can be refined if necessary. The element type 
that is used is Lagrange quadratic and is the standard of the program. Control calculations 
using control geometries that can be calculated analytically proved that the used calculation 
method is valid. 

Cylindrical Bearings 

The radial hearings that need to be modelled do not have flat surfaces but have folded bearing 
surfaces. To simplify the model the curved bearing surfaces are fold out and modelled in a two 
dimensional plane with the same height as the bearing and a width that equals the outline 
of the radial bearing (figure 4.12). Coordinate transformations are used for the gap size h of 
the bearing and the gap change ~~ over the bearing. The gap size, h, of the bearing is given 

F 

Figure 4.11: Gap size of the loaded bearing 

by equation ( 4.30) when the eccentricity of the bearing at <P = 0 is e. The change of the gap 
size is given by equation (4.31). 

h ( <P) = ho - e · cos ( <P) 

dh ( <P) = - de . cos ( <P) 
dt dt 

(4.30) 

(4.31) 

In the FEM model equations ( 4.30) and ( 4.31) are rewritten as a function of the cartesian 
coordinates using the diameter d of the bearing. The maximal value of x is 1r · d. 

(
2. x) 

h ( <P) = ho - e · cos d ( 4.32) 
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dh ( <P) = _ de cos ( 2 · x) 
dt dt d 

( 4.33) 

At the boundaries either a constant pressure can be implemented in the modelor symmetry 
conditions. Symmetry conditions need to be implemented on the boundary where the stiff
ness needs to be calculated. For convenience the stiffness is always determined at x = 0 or 
equivalent at <P = 0. The calculated pressure profiles can be exported to Matlab and after 

y 

p(x,y) h(x,y) 

fold out bearing surface 

I 
I 

0°~ Oxd 180°~ 0.51t x d 360° ~JtXd 

Figure 4.12: Fold out bearing surface. 

coordinate transformation and numerical integration the resulting bearing load can be cal
culated. Numerical integration is performed over a grid of small areas on the surface. The 
pressure values of each area have been determined by interpolation of the FEM results. 

Amount of Flow 

The FEM program can integrate variables over a boundary. A standard output is the in
tegration of the derivative of the calculated variabie in the direction perpendicular to the 
boundary. Equation 4.34 gives the boundary integration when the variabie is the pressure. 
The direction perpendicular to the boundary is ii and d(l) is an infinitely small part of the 
boundary. In figure (4.13) a schematic about the flow out of a boundary is given. 

output boundary integration = J (ii · Vp) d(l) (4.34) 

boundary 

To determine the amount of flow the pressure loss at the boundary can be considered locally 
as the loss in an infinitely small duet with the following equation for the flow. 

h3 b..p 
d(Q) = 12"' . b . d(l) ( 4.35) 

Combining equations (4.35) and the calculated value (4.34) gives the total amount of flow 
out of a bearing boundary (4.36). 

h3 J 
Qtotal = 12 "1 (ii. \lp) d(l) ( 4.36) 

boundary 
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The resistance of the bearing can be found using equation ( 4.37) 

R1 = ó.pl 
Ql 

Figure 4.13: Schematic boundary flow. 

Squeeze Damping 

23 

( 4.37) 

The squeeze damping can be calculated by integrating the load that results when the bearing 
makes a movement with velocity ~~ = 1 m.s- 1 around its equilibrium position. The boundary 
conditions are set to a constant pressure equal to zero. The squeeze damping resulting from 
rotations can be calculated by applying a speed over the surfaces t hat corresponds to an 
angular velocity of 1 rad/ s around the axis of rotations. The speed for instanee at a point 
that is 20 mm of the axis off rotations will be 1 · 20 · w- 3 mjs. 

pressure distribution in Pa 
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Figure 4.14: FEM results for the squeeze damping in radial bearings , on the left side the 
damping for rotations around the center and on the right side the damping for 
translations 
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4.5 Axial Bearing Design 

The axial bearing has to support the rnaving parts in the y-direction. In this direction the 
farces are the highest due to the disturbance farces of the actuator that can reach values 
up to 50 N, chapter five about the actuator design. If the bearing stiffness is 50 N/ J..Lm the 
movement of the tool in the z-direction will be 1 J..Lm. This only happens when large products 
with an amplitude of 5 mm are machined. The effect of the disturbance needs to be evaluated 
with experiments. Because of symmetry and compact design the axial bearing should not 
exceed the outer dimensions of the radial hearings. Within these limitations the highest 
possi ble stiffness has to be reached. If a higher stiffness is recommended aft er experiments 
to investigate the z-disturbance motion of the bearing, the bearing can be built outside the 
bearing ( figure 4.1, c) . The moment of inert ia of the system will increase and extra oil drainage 
will be necessary. Two main design concepts were evaluated into detail , one uses external 
flow resistors and the other has a type of flow resistor built in at one side of the bearing. An 
axial bearing with external flow resistors is commonly used in hydrastatic bearing systems 
and consists of two recesses opposite to each other. They have separate oil supplies via linear 
or non-linear flow resistors. A schematic is given in figure ( 4.1 7). The RFTS needs to be 
compact and therefore a concept without flow resistors is found. One chamber of this bearing 
is directly supplied with oil at supply pressure without a flow resistor as a campensatien 
device. This concept will be built in the RFTS and tested. If it does not perfarm the use of 
flow resistors is still an option. 

4.5.1 Axial Bearing Without Flow Resistors 

One side of the bearing (figure 4.15) is supplied directly by the pumping unit at supply 
pressure p8 • The oil flows partly out of the bearing over land A to atmospheric pressure. The 
pressure drop over that land equals p 8 • At the centre of the bearing the oil flows over land B 
to the other side of the bearing with a pressure drop of Ps- Pr· Land B can be considered as a 
variabie resistor with a resistance that varies to the third power of the gap size. At the upper 
part of the bearing the pressure in the recess is Pr and drops to atmospheric pressure over 
land C. The load on the bearing can be calculated by integrating the pressure distribution 
over the lands and over the recesses. When no external force is applied on the bearing it will 
be in equilibrium position when the total force at one side of the bearing equals the total 
force at the other side of the bearing. Because the average pressure over the areas at the 
supply side of the bearing will be higher than the pressure on the other side the area needs 
to be smaller to achieve equilibrium. 
The resistances of the lands A, B and C depend on the gap sizes and are calculated using 
( 4.38). ho is the nominal gap size over the lands and 8h is the deviation of the gap size. 

RA 6 "., 1 ( r3) 1 
--:;- n r2 (ho- 8h)3 

RB ~ln (r1) 1 

7r ro (ho - 8h)3 

Re = 6 "., 1 ( rs) 1 
--:;- n r4 (ho + 8h) 3 

( 4.38) 

The flow over land B equals the flow over land C and is given by equation ( 4.39). If a device to 
control the tool height is used this equation will nat be valid. An extra flow out of the upper 
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r4 
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Figure 4.15: Axial hearing without flow resistors 

recess will be used to adjust the height. This principle is similar to [vdW01], in paragraph 
Tool H eight Adjustment more information is given 

QB=Qc= RB~Rc 
The flow over land A is given by equation (4.40). 

QA = Ps 
RA 

The pressure in the upper recess is given by equation ( 4.41). 

Pr =Re ·Qc 

(4.39) 

( 4.40) 

( 4.41) 

The laad can be calculated by integrating the pressure over the surface. In appendix C is 
explained how equation ( 4.42) is derived. 

W _ 7r Ps ( r§ - r~ 2 2) A--- - r2 

2 ln (~) 
( 4.42) 

The laad at the supply recess equals (4.43). 

Ws = 7r Ps (r~- ri} ( 4.43) 

The laad at the resistor land B can be found similar to the laad at land A and is given by 
(4.44). 

r1 - ro 2 2 2 

( 

2 2 ) 
ln ( ~) + 2 r1 + 1r Pr (r1 - r 0 ) (4.44) 
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The loads at the upper recess and landCare given by equations (4.45) and (4.46). 

Wr = Pr 7r (r4 2
- ro 2

) ( 4.45) 

w. _ 7r Pr ( r1 - rg 2 2) c- -- - r4 
2 ln (~) 

( 4.46) 

The resulting load, F:x, is calculated by summing all the loads at the bearing (4.47). When 
no external load is applied on the bearing the sum of the load at one side of the bearing 
equals the sum of the loads at the other side of the bearing. 

(4.47) 

Because of the complexity of the equations the calculations are performed using the symbolic 
toolbox in Matlab. The stiffness at gap size ho is found by taking the derivative of the load 
to the change óh of the gap size. 

8(W) 
kax = 8(8h) 

(4.48) 

Equation (4.48) shows that the stiffness depends on the supply pressure and the geometry of 
the bearing. The size of land A does not influence the stiffness because the load on land A 
does not depend on the gap size. 

Dimensioning 

The bearing needs to be built within the diameter of the radial bearing. Tagether with the 
conneetion in the centre of the bearing this limitation results in the low effective area that is 
available. The gap size is limited by machining tolerances: the two parts need to be attached 
to each other by a bold and have only two contact surfaces as a reference. Following design 
parameters are used: 

• The nominal gap size ho is 35 p,m. 

• A maximal flow of 0.2 1/min at equilibrium position. This amount is the same as the 
flow for the designed axial bearing with flow resistors. If a stiffness of 50 N / p,m can be 
reached with this value, it is not useful to increase the amount. 

• At both sides of the bearing the same amount of oil flows over the lands to outer pressure 
at no load position. 

• At no load position the gap sizes over the lands are equal. Geometrical deviations in 
the bearing will have the same effect at both sides. 

• The pressure intheup perrecessis half the supply pressure at no load situation. Bearings 
with flow resistors have maximal stiffness at that ratio too. 
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The calculations are performed using Matlab by changing the outer radius rs, of the up per 
part till load equilibrium between both parts was found. 
Given the outer diameter d3 = 33 mm of land A and the fact that the land needs to have a 
resistance that results in an amount of flow over the land that is equal to 0.11/min the inner 
radius of land A can be calculated using equation (4.49). 

( ( 
1 h3))-l 

r2 = r3 · exp PsQ 1f
617
° (4.49) 

The inner radius ro is determined by the outer radius of the conneetion part between the two 
sicles of the hearing. Equation ( 4.50) gives the radius r1 of land B. 

( (
Ps 17r hS)) 

r1 = ro · exp 2 Q 6:;} (4.50) 

Radius r4 is calculated using (4.51) out of the outer radius rs. 

r 4 = r5 • ( exp ( p; ~ 1f 6~3) ) -l (4.51) 

The stiffness of the hearing at equilibrium is according to equation ( 4.48) kax = 68 N / J.lm for 
following dimensions using a supply pressure of 20 bar. 
ro = 6.5 mm; r1 = 8.1 mm; r2 = 10.5 mm; r3 = 16.5 mm; r4 = 15.6 mm; rs = 19.5 mm 

Dynamics 

The dynamic behaviour is similar to a single pad hearing with a laminar restriction. In 
appendix (A) the specific dynamic behaviour is determined using the model of a single pad 
hearing as a reference [RB92]. The characteristic frequencies are: f1 = 0.3 kHz and h = 

2.2 kHz. Because f1 is lower than h the hearing is not unstable. 
The squeeze damping over the lands is calculated using (4.52). 

( 4.52) 

The total damping is B = 3.5 · 104 (N · s)/m and is the sum of the damping constantsof the 
three lands: BA= 2.5 · 104 (N · s)/m, BB= 0.03 · 104 (N · s)/m and Be= 0.9 · 104 (N · s)/m. 

Tooi Height Adjustment 

The tool height can be adjusted using an extra oil drain out of the upper recess of the hearing. 
This can be achieved by making a hole in the hearing and cantrolling the flow with a resistor 
that has a resistance in the order of land C. Of course the extra inner oil volume that will be 
the result may not affect the dynamics of the hearing. This can be verified using the analysis 
in appendix (A). The oil volume V increases with the extra volume that is necessary for the 
height control adjustment. The principle works as follows: 

• Extra oil flow increases the pressure drop over land B. 
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• The pressure Pr in the upper recess decreases. 

• The gap size over land B increases and as aresult the resistance over land B decreases. 

• A lower pressure drop over land B results in a higher pressure in the recess. 

• The bearing will be adjusted to a position till force equilibrium between the upper and 
lower part is achieved. 

In figure (4.16) a schematic of the system is given. RFc is the controllable resistor in the 
system. 

I 
R~ ( 

I 

Figure 4.16: Schematic height adjustment 
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4.5.2 Axial Bearing with Flow Resistors 

To determine the behaviour of the axial bearing design without resistors existing equations 
are used [RB92]. First the non dimensional effective area is calculated ( 4.53). 

r, 

-........__....---7--P 
........---.... s 

Figure 4.17: Axial bearing with flow resistors 

( 4.53) 

The effective area can be calculated using the non dimensional effective area Aend and the 
outer diameter d of the bearing ( 4.54). 

Ae = 1f Aend d2 
4 

The stiffness of the bearing in is given by equation ( 4.55). 

6 Ae 
K = h · Ps · (3 (1 - (3) 

(4.54) 

( 4.55) 

The outer diameter of the bearing is d = 33 mm (= 2 · r4), the width of the recessis 4 mm 
and the width of the lands is 3 mm. For a supply pressure of p 8 = 20 bar andresistors that 
have the same resistance (R = 7 · 1011 Pa.s.m3 ) as the bearing in central position following 
((3 = 0.5) results can be calculated. 
Aend = 0.59, Ae = 5.06 ·10-4 m2 , Qtot = 0.171/min and kax = 4.3 · 107 N/m 
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4.6 Radial Bearing Design 

A combination of two radial hearings is needed to support the actuator and the arm. The 
stiffness of the radial hearing is determined by the required rotational stiffness around the 
x and y axes. A value of 80 N / p,m is sufficient for the stiffness of the hearing in the radial 
direction. In chapter six about the total design, it will be shown that the values are sufficient 
when the eentres of the hearings are at a distance of 60 mm. The laad capacity is nat relevant 
in comparison with the stiffness because of the low farces (maximally 25 Nat the tool tip). 

Three concepts are evaluated. Two concepts have flow resistors, one with resistors in the 
centre of the hearing and the other with resistors built in at the surface at the opposite side 
of the supplied recess. These concepts have the advantage that the stiffness is sufficient using 
a supply pressure of p 8 = 20 bar. Manufacturing these hearings is more complicated than 
the third concept. The third needs a supply pressure of p 8 = 40 bar to have enough stiffness. 
This concept does nat have flow resistors but a movement of the hearing out of the centre will 
result in a change in the pressure profile over the two radiallands that causes a counteracting 
force. 

4.6.1 Radial Bearing With Central Flow Resistors 

The flow resistors are placed in the axis of the hearing and have an outflow directly into the 
chambers. This has two advantages: the oil volume in the hearing is reduced to enhance 
the dynamics and the resistors can be removed easily to clean from impurities. Attention is 
given to make the resistors as compact as possihle to reduce the loss of stiffness of the axis of 
the hearings where holes need to be drilled in. In appendix B the design of the laminar flow 
resistors is explained. Two types exist for this concept: multi pad hearings and multi recess 
hearings [RB92]. 

Figure 4.18: left: multi pad hearing, right: multi recess hearing [RB92] 

Multi pad hearing (figure 4.18) have the advantage that their behaviour is easier to model 
because no oil flows from one hearing to the other due to drains that are placed between the 
chambers. An oil flow from one chamber to the other can result in unpredictable behaviour for 
the use in the RFTS because the direction of the flow changes with the same high frequency, up 
to 200Hz, as the tool movement. More research is recommended to investigate this behaviour 
by making finite element calculations and building a test model. The advantages of a multi 
recess hearing are a higher stiffness and they are easier to manufacture. The mul ti pad hearing 
(figure 4.19) is chosen because of the behaviour and the fact that the extra drain between 
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Figure 4.19: CAD drawing of radial bearing with central flow resistors 
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the chamber is necessary to drain the oil from the axial and radial bearing. Otherwise extra 
channels are needed that make the design too complicated. 

The performance of the bearing is calculated using three methods: already existing equa
tions from literature, a calculation model that is used to determine the performance in different 
directions and finite element calculations. Fora bearing of diameter d = 35 mm, a land width 
of bd = 3 mm, a lengthof the recessin axial direction of lk = 30 mm and a nominal gap size 
of ho = 20 1-lm that is supplied with a pressure of 20 bar the stiffness equals krad = 66 N / 1-lm. 
This can be verified using equation ( 4.56). 

(4.56) 

The amount flow out of the bearing is determined using the calculation model and equals 
0.41/min. 

4.6.2 Radial Bearing With Surface Flow Resistors 

The second concept does not use laminar flow resistors that are built in the recess as an 
extra device. In figure ( 4.20) it can be seen how this concept works. The oil supply is at the 
centre of the bearing. The oil flows over lands to small recesses that are connected to the four 
recesses on the opposite side that provide the laad capacity. The lands from the supply ring 
in the small recesses can be considered as variabie resistors in front of the actual recesses. In 
the case that the bearing would be loaded in the radial direction the resistance of the recess 
would change to the third power of the gap size as for a normal hydrastatic bearing and the 
resistance of the restrietion on the opposite side of the bearing will also change to the third 
power. This property can increase the static stiffness. In the RFTS design the radial hearings 
have to provide rotational stiffness and not a pure radial stiffness. The point of rotation is in 
the centre of the bearing. Because the restrictions are located near the centre the gap sizes 
need to be considered constant. Therefore the bearing will have the same performance as a 
bearing with fixed resistors. 
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Figure 4.20: Working principle of radial bearing with surface flow resistors 
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Figure 4.21: CAD drawing of radial bearing with surface flow resistors 

4.6.3 Radial Bearing Using Inherent Compensation 

The third does not use flow resistors as the first two concepts but has inherent compensation 
to provide load capacity and stiffness. The oil supply is at the centre of the bearing and 
supplies the first recess that has a gap size of 2ho. A schematic is given in figure (4.22). 
Instead of different recesses on the contour this bearing has two recesses that surround the 
bearing with a constant gap size in equilibrium situation. Because of the narrow gaps the 
oil is restricted to flow in the tangential direction. Over the first recess the oil flows to the 
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Figure 4.22: Schematic radial bearing using inherent compensation, on the left side the no 
load situation with the resulting pressure profile is given, at the right side a 
loaded bearing is given 

second recess in axial direction. The gap size at the second recess equals h0 . In figure ( 4.6.3) 
the resulting pressure profiles are given to explain the working of the bearing. The stiffness 
in the radial direction is given by equation ( 4.57). This equation is valid if the ratio between 
l2 and h equals eight. 

k 
_ O 2Ps · d · (h + l2) 

rad- · ho ( 4.57) 

For l = h + l2 = 36 mm, Ps = 40 bar, d = 35 mm and ho = 15 f..Lm the stiffness is krad = 
67N/f..Lm. 

To find the rotational stiffness around the centre of the bearing fini te element calculations 
are used for different geometries. The total length of the bearing was fixed at 100 mm, the 
same length as for the previous concepts, and the length, l, in the axial direction was varied, 
always using the same ratios between the dimensions. The stiffness was found by modeHing 
a small rotation around the centre of the bearing and to calculate the resulting torque as 
explained in the section about FEM calculations. 

The results are given in table ( 4.1). A length l = 36 mm results in a maximal torque 
for a rotation of 'Y = iü\00-_

6
3 = 2 · 10-5 rad. The angle is calculated using the displacement 

of 1 f..Lm at 50 mm of the bearing centre. The resulting stiffness at the tool tip at 90 mm is 
3.76 · 107 N/m. A verification of the FEM model is performed by camparing the results fora 
translation of the bearing and the oil flow with analytica! calculations. The total flow out of 
the two radial bearings is 0.031/min using both calculation methods and the radial stiffness 
calculations have a difference of 20 percent. 
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Figure 4.23: Pressure profile 

l h l2 torque 
mm mm mm Nm 
45 5 40 6.06 
36 4 32 6.09 
27 3 24 5.65 
18 2 16 4.47 
9 1 8 2.48 

Table 4.1: Results hearing optimization 

4. 7 Mechanica! Aspects 

Equations are necessary to predict the behaviour of the hearing but give not a guarantee 
for the good working if the mechanica! aspects are disregarded. In the case of a hydrastatic 
hearing, oil at high pressure deforms the hearing geometry. FEM calculations and analytica! 
calculations are performed to investigate the influence of the deformations. The deformation 
of the inner side of the cylindrical housing of the hearing (3 p,m at the centre) will result in a 
reduction of the hearing stiffness that is within the specification if bronze is used with a wall 
thickness of 5 mm. The deformation was calculated using Ansys and analytica! calculations 
and the deformations were implemented in the FEMlab model. 

In the axial hearing a torque is applied on the central ring because of the unequal pressure 
distributions at both sides. The resulting torque is calculated and is used in a FEM model 
in U nigraphics to find the deformation. The maximal deformation of the ring in the axial 
direction is 2 p,m which is low in comparison to the nominal gap height of 35 p.m. 

Oil leakage to other parts of the RFTS and Colath lathe is not allowed. Drainage will be 
used. This is only possible if the flow is not too high. At the upper side of the radial hearing 
the oil goes through the same drain as the oil of the axial hearing. If the resistance of the 
drain is too high the working of the axial hearing is influenced negatively. Calculations on the 
resistance are performed and the maximal pressure will be 0.5 bar which is low for a supply 
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Figure 4. 24: Resulting pressure profile using FEM, a tilt (J or cj;) around the centre is 
modelled. 

pressure of 40 bar. 

An other point of concern was the fixation of the upper part of the axial bearing. The 
resulting force in the axial direction will maximally be 2 kN. A dish spring will be used to 
pre load a bold that fixates the upper part . The use of the elasticity of the bold to pre load 
will result in a reduction of the stiffness in the z-direction of the construction. 
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4.8 Conclusion Bearing Design 

A hearing system that fixates the rnaving parts of the RFTS is designed. In figure ( 4.25) 
an overview of the design is given. The design is as compact as possible and relatively easy 
to manufacture in comparison to other concepts. In table ( 4.8) an overview of the relevant 
performance parameters is given. 

stiffness in x direction - 1.1 · 10ii N/m -

stiffness in y direction - 1.1 · 108 Nj m -

stiffness in z direction - 6.8 · 107 Nj m -

rotational stiffness around x direction - 3.1 · 105 Nm/ rad -

rotational stiffness around y direction - 3.1 · 105 Nm/ rad -

supply pressure radial hearings - 40 bar -

supply pressure axial hearing - 20 bar -

oil consumption axial hearing - 0.21/ min -

oil consumption radial hearing - 0.031/ min -

Table 4.2: Bearing performance 
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Chapter 5 

Actuator Design 

Of most importance for the design are high accelerations of the tool and a good reproducibility. 
The actuator can be considered as a folded linear motor with magnets placed in a circular 
way. The coils are placed at bath sicles of the magnets. Because of the orientation of the 
coils and the magnets a torque will be generated around the axis of rotation. Disturbance 
farces are unavoidable in this design. The farces in the radial direction do not cause problems 
because the sum equals zero. In the axial direction all farces act in the same direction and 
result in disturbances in the axial direction. The coils are fixed and the magnets rotate. The 
use of rnaving coils will require rnaving cables and rnaving supply tubes for the cooling. That 
will cause unpredictable disturbance farces in this precision machine. 

Figure 5.1: Actuator configuration, side view on the left, top view on the right, the arrows 
indicate the direction of the current. The inner diameter of the magnets is dm,i 
and the outer diameter of the magnets is dm, u· 

Because the speed of the actuator is not of not important the efficiency, as the ratio 
between the mechanica! output power and the electdeal input power, will not be used. This 
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ratio is commonly used as an optimization parameter for actuator design. Instead the ratio 
between the square of the acceleration and the heat generation will be used to find an optimal 
design. 

First an overview of the basic equations for the motor design will be given in this chapter. 
After that, a description of the actual design will be presented, including an explanation of the 
used analysis tools. The design started with simple equations to get insight in the dimensions 
and it is optimized using finite element models in the two dimensional plane and the three 
dimensional space. 

5.1 Basic equations 

Electric Circuit 

The voltage that is applied to the magnets is given by equation (5.1). The first term is 
determined by the resistance of the coils. The second term is determined by the motor 
constant k (equation 5.11) of the actuator that gives the ratio between the produced torque 
and the applied current and the angular velocity w. The last term is determined by the self
inductance of the motor. The self-inductance infiuences the time behaviour of the actuator 
and depends on the geometry of the coils and the support material of the coils. 

dl 
U=I·R+k·w+L·

dt 
(5.1) 

The time constant of the actuator that characterizes the reaction time of the current on a 
change of the voltage is given by equation (5.2). 

L 
Te=-

R 
(5.2) 

The current through the coils will generate heat, PJ, and can be calculated using equation 
(5.3). 

P ! 2 R (J A )2 lcoil · Pe J2 V, 
Joule = · = coil · coil · A = coil · Pe · coil 

coil 
(5.3) 

Heat generated by the coils needs to be transported out of the RFTS by the cooling system. 
The temperature in the coils is limited by the maximal allowed temperature of the isolation 
and by the amount of heat that is allowed to be transported to other parts of the RFTS. A 
higher temperature of the coils will result in an increased heat transportation to the magnets. 
A common value for the maximal magnet temperature is 60 °C. If the maximal temperature 
of the coils does not exceed that value, the temperature of the magnets will not become above 
the allowed temperature. 

Magnetic Circuit 

A straightforward calculation of the magnetic field at the coil position does not exist. For 
the sealing of the actuator dimensions it is useful to make a model of simplified geometries. 
This model can be used to find out if a large magnet in comparison to the coils is needed or 
the opposite. Only the physics that are necessary to model the system are discussed in this 
section. An elaborate discussion of magnetic systems is beyond the scope of this thesis. The 
magnetic circuit will be considered equivalent to an electdeal circuit. For a linear magnetic 
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Figure 5.2: Magnetic circuit 

material as neodymium-iron-baron, NdFeB, the relation between the remanence, Br, and the 
coercitive field strength He is given by (5.4) [Com02]. 

(5.4) 

As for an electra magnet it is possible to calculate the equivalent number of Ampere windings, 
N ·I, of a magnet with a thickness tmag (5.5). 

N ·I= __ B_r_ · tmag 
/10 · I-lr 

The magnetic flux ljJ in a circuit is given by equation (5.6). 

With Rm the reluctance of the magnetic circuit. 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

When stray fields are neglected, which is allowed if the equations are only used in a model to 
get insight in the behaviour of the total system, the reluctance can be calculated using (5.7). 

Rm-~ ti 
- L...J A- . /10 . /1 . i t r,t 

(5.7) 

Combining foregoing equations give the flux density (5.8) in a cross section of area A in the 
magnetic circuit. 

1/J Br 1 
B = - = - · tmag · -:--::--

A /-lo · I-lr A · Rm 
(5.8) 

Electromagnetic and Mechanica! Circuit 

The Lorentz' law that is used to calculate the force that acts on a volume part dV in a 
magnetic field is given by equation (5.9). 

-+ -+ -+ 
dF B x J ·dV (5.9) 

J is the current density in the volume part and B is the flux density. More useful for the 
design is to rewrite the equation. The total force and torque is calculated solving the following 
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integrals (5.10). 

F Jjj-:J x Ê ·dV 

coil 

---+ 
T JJJ r' x J x B · dV (5.10) 

coil 

The ratio between the motor current and the resulting output torque is given by (5.11). 

k= T 
I 

(5.11) 

This factor k is the motor constant. A constant factor k is preferabie from the control point 
of view. A low variation can be achieved by makinga large design. The field strength at the 
coil positions can be made more constant over the working range. 

Optimization Parameter 

The actuator needs to achieve high accelerations with a minimum heat dissipation. The rela
tion between the acceleration and heat dissipation will be used as the optimization parameter 
for the actuator design. The minimal acceleration at the tool tip will of course be prior to the 
optimization. For an actuator the acceleration can be calculated out of the delivered force 
and the system inertia. 

ë = 
T 

J 
k·I 

J 

Using equation (5.11) gives the current as a function of the acceleration. 

I = 
ë.J 

k 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

Substituting (5.13) into (5.3) gives the relation between the acceleration and joule heating. 

J2 . ë2 . R ë2 k2 
--."..--- ====} -- = --

k2 PJoule J 2 · R 
PJoule = (5.14) 

The design will be optimized by finding the maximum value of P ö
2 

• 
Joule 

5.2 Moving Magnet versus Moving Coil 

The first design question to answer was which configuration had to be used: rnaving magnets 
or rnaving coils. Existing fast tool servo designs and the daily used loudspeaker have a 
fixed magnet and rnaving coils. The rnaving mass that is determined by the capper of the 
windings and the support is low forthese solutions because of the simple and low-mass guiding. 
Increasing the rnaving mass of these systems because the mass of the guiding system increases, 
will require a more powerful actuator. More rnaving capper or increasing the current density 
will result in more power. 

The current density in the coils is limited and can be increased using active cooling. If 
rnaving coils are used, cooling is not possible because the disturbance farces by the cooling 
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Figure 5.3: Moving coil (left), Moving magnet (right) 

supply on the system will be unpredictable. In this section the two concepts will be evaluated 
assuming a simplified geometry and a constant mass of the guiding system that has to be 
accelerated. In figure (5.3), schematics of bath options are given. For bath designs iron is 
used to guide the magnetic field and the stray fields at the air gap are neglected. 
The reluctance of the magnetic circuit can be calculated using equation (5.15). 

R = igap + tmag 

/-LO · A gap /-Lr /-LO · Agap 
(5.15) 

Using (5.6) gives. 

Br · tmag _ B . A ( igap tmag ) ----"- - gap gap + ----'"--:---
1-LO · I-Lr I-LO • Agap /-Lr · /-LO · Agap 

(5.16) 

The magnetic flux in the air gap is given by (5.17). 

B 
_ Br · tmag 

gap-
igap/-Lr + tmag 

(5.17) 

The resulting Lorentz's force (5.10) can be calculated as a function of the current density J. 
The gap is totally filled with the coils. 

F = Bgap · J · Agap · igap (5.18) 

The rnaving masses for bath concepts equal the surn of the constant mass of the support 
and guiding, mfix, and respectively the mass of the rnaving coil and the rnass of the rnaving 
magnet, mcoil and mmag· 

mfix + mcoil = mfix + PcuAgaptgap 

m fix + mmag = m fix + PmagAgaptmag 

The acceleration of bath concepts can be calculated. 
Acceleration for the rnaving coil concept. 

amc = F BgapAgapigapJmc 

mmc mfix + PcuAgaptgap 

BrtmagAgapigapJmc 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 
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Acceleration for the rnaving magnet concept. 

J? 13gap1tgaptgapclmm 

mmm ffi[ix + Pmag1tgaptmag 

l3rtmag1tgaptgapclmm 

5.3 Dimensioning 

(5.22) 

The rnaving coil concept would be the best if the ratio ~aa is larger than one. 
mm 

1 < amc = clmc(m[ix + Pmagitgaptmag) 

amm clmm(m[ix + Pcuitgaptgap) 
(5.23) 

The current density becomes a dominant factor for high rnaving masses. In the RFTS the 
rnaving magnet concept using a high current density is preferred because the rnaving mass 
from other parts in the system will be high. The high total mass is a consequence of the high 
stiffness that is needed. This methad of choosing the concept does not give a scientific proof 
but is useful for the designer to get insight in the possibilities. These calculations are used 
frequently during the early design stage for different geometries. 

5.3 Dimensioning 

The dimensions of the actuator are determined by the geometrical limitations of the other 
parts of the RFTS, the global sealing parameters and finally the optimization. First some 
relevant equations for the uurober of magnets and geometricallimitations are derived. Because 
the geometry of the magnets is not simply a configuration as in the previous section, a 
two dimensional finite element approach is used to estimate the magnetic field at the coils. 
The results are implemented in the geometrical equations to find the optimum uurober of 
magnets. The results are verified using a three dimensional finite element approach and the 
final dimensions are determined. To find the dimensions a current density of 30 A/mm2 is 
used as the maximal value that can be used for a water caoled system. The validation of 
this value, which is already common in modern planar or linear actuators, is given in the 
last section about the design of the cooling system which is an inherent part of the actuator 
design. 

Winding Dimensions 

The width of a winding is determined by the inner diameter of the magnets and the stroke of 
the tool. Within the stroke of the actuator a coil is not allowed to cross the axial magnetic 
field in the wrong direction. This results in a counteracting force that reduces the motor 
constant. The inner diameter dmi of the magnets is determined by the width of the coil Wcoil 

and the outer diameter of the hearing that limits the available space for the coils that have 
to make a turn. Figure (5.4) gives the geûmetry. 

Wcoil 
1 ( 1 (7rdmi Stool dmi) 2 Wmag,in- Wgap,in) = 2 -r:~- TT 
dmi (~ _ Stool) 

2 N 2la 
(5.24) 

With: N the uurober of magnets, St the stroke of the tool, la the distance between the tool 
tip and the axis of rotation. 
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W gap,in 

Figure 5.4: Coil dimensioning 

The length of the winding is related to the position of the tool and by the space that is 
required to build the conneetion arm between tool and hearing. Longer windings and as a 
consequence a larger diameter of the system will result in an increasing moment of inertia for 
the total system. 

Produced torque 

The produced torque can be calculated by integrating the product of the force and radius 
over the total coil. An estimation of the relevant magnetic field in the axial direction is found 
by two dimensional finite element analysis that is discussed later. 

d . 
(~+lcoil) 

Tcoil 2 J r. Jcoil. B. J. Wcoil. tcoil. d(r) 
d . 

r=(~) 

d . 
(~+lcoil) 

J dmi ( 7r St) r · J ·z · B · J · - - - - · t ·z · d(r) cot 2 N 2la cot 2 

d ' ) r=(~ 

Bz · J · tcoil 
2 ( 

7r St ) ( 2 2 ) N - 2 la · dmi · lcoil + dmi · lcoil (5 .25) 

The total torque can be calculated by multiplying (5.25) with two times the number of 
magnets. 

( 
St · N) ( 2 2 ) T = 2 · N · Tcoil = B · J · tcoil · 7r - ~ · dmi · lcoil + dmi · lcoil (5.26) 

Equation (5.26) shows that a large inner diameter, long coils and a low number of magnets 
will result in a higher torque. Using twelve magnets with an inner diameter of 60 mm, a 
coil thickness of 4 mm, a current density of 30 A/mm2 results in a torque of 5 Nm. If eight 
magnets are used the resulting torque is 5.5 Nm. The magnetic field is about 0.25 Tesla at 
the coils. This value is realistic as will be shown in the next section. If the tool is at 90 mm 
off the point of rotation the maximal inertia of the system is allowed to be about 0.001 kg.m2

. 
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To estimate the heat loss the total length of the windings is calculated. Not only the 
useful winding volume above the magnets is important, also the turns at the inner and outer 
position of the coils need tobetaken into account. The total heat production of the winding 
is given by (5.27). In appendix D the validation is given. 

p. _ J 2 P dm, i (2 7r la -St N) icoil (2 7r dm, i la+ 2lcoil Nla +St Nlcoil) 
JOUle - 2N la 2 (5.27) 

A configuration with the previous mentioned dimensions would result in a heat production of 
820 W for eight magnets and 600 W for twelve magnets. The effectively used winding length 
for the torque output in a twelve magnet configuration is higher than for an eight magnet 
configuration, 67% versus 64% of the total winding length. 

5.4 Two Dimensional FEM 

The two dimensional model is an approximation of the magnet configuration to get the values 
of the magnetic field in the axial direction for different geometries. As already mentioned in 
the beginning of this chapter the actuator has the form of a folded linear motor. At the 
diameter that equals the average of the inner and outer diameter of the magnet ring the 
actuator is fold out and the resulting contiguration equals that of a linear motor. A schematic 
is given in figure (5.5). Because the magnetization of the contiguration does not change in 

fold out at: 

0 0.5 (d;, + dout) .. 

Figure 5.5: schematic FEM model 

the radial direction the magnetic field is determined by the magnetization in the tangential 
direction that is incorporated in the 2D model. The FEM calculations are performed in Ansys 
for different magnet thicknesses and different numbers of magnets. The current in the coils 
is neglected in the model because of its low infiuence on the magnetic field in comparison 
with the permanent magnets. Only one quarter of a magnet is modelled using symmetry and 
anti-symmetry boundary condition. At the stage in the design process when the calculations 
were performed, the minimal possible bearing diameter was already determined and the outer 
diameter was already determined by the tool position tagether with the tool arm. The inner 
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and outer diameters are 60 mm and 90 mm. 
The results (appendix E) were found using Matlab to evaluate the magnetic field. 

number op coils coil thickness torque 
mm Nm 

12 3 5.00 
12 4 6.05 
12 5 6.95 
8 3 4. 56 
8 4 5.62 
8 5 6.59 

Table 5.1: Results 2D FEM analysis 

In table 5. 1 results for a twelve and eight magnet contiguration are given . It can be 
concluded that a twelve magnet contiguration has more torque output. 

NODAL GOLUT tCil 
STI!.P"l 
S\JB • l 
T!MI!.al 
BY (AVO) 
su:ys .. o 
SMN •·.093869 
SKX :1.308 

symmetry boundary 

.217735 
.061933 

Figure 5.6: left: Magnetic flux density in t he axial direction, right : Field lines 

5.5 Three Dimensional FEM 

The three dimensional model is used to calculate the torque of the actuator and the distur
bance forces in all directions. As for the two dimensional model only one quarter of a magnet 
needs to be modelled using anti symmetry and symmetry boundary conditions. In figure (5 .7) 
an overview of the quarter magnet as modelled in Ansys (appendix F ) is given. 

The relevant values for the magnetic field in all directions are exported to a file to be 
evaluated in Matlab. This procedure is based on calculations performed by F.A.G. Hamburg. 
One total coil is used in the model and needs to be surrounded totally by the magnetic field 
which requires the use of two magnets . The top view of a coil in a magnetic field is given in 
figure (5.8). 

The resulting forces in the axial , radial and tangential direction and the resulting torques 
around three axes are calculated using (5.10). The coil paths are split up in small blocks 
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Figure 5. 7: Magnetic flux density, 3D 

Figure 5.8: Top view of a coil and the magnetic fields over two magnets in radial direction 
(left) , in the tangential direction (center) and axial y-direction ( right) 

with equal cross section area. The resulting force and torque are calculated at each block and 
the results are integrated over the total coil volume. In appendix (F) the used file can be 
found. These calculations are performed for different coil geometries and for different magnet 
thicknesses. The coil geometry is found by manually changing the dimensions and evaluating 
the resulting torque. The visualization (5 .8) of the magnetic fields at the coil positions is 
of good help for the designer. This method gives faster satisfying results than elaborate 
calculation for a lot of dimensions. In appendix ( G) a total overview of the results is given. 
Using the optimization parameter (5.14) for the acceleration and the produced heat following 
dimensions will be used for the actuator: 

The torque that can bedelivered is 5.3 Nm when the heat production at maximal current 
level is 552 W. The dimensions are the best if only the inertia of the actuator itself is taken 
into account. Because also the support needs to accelerate a higher torque output can be an 
advantage. Using a magnet thickness of 8 mm is a good alternative if it is possible to realize 
mechanically, the de livered torque will be 6.1 N m. 

The maximal torque is only available if the eentres of the coils are aligned with the 
boundaries between the magnets. Rotations of the magnets will result in a change of the 
magnetic field at the coil position. The use of smaller coils and, as a result to keep the 
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Figure 5.9: Visualization of the magnetic fields over two magnets in radial direction (left), 
in the tangential direction (center) and axial direction ( right) 

number op coils 2*12=24 
inner diameter magnet 60mm 
outer diameter magnet 90mm 
total magnet thickness 6mm 
coil width 6mm 
coil thickness 4mm 

Table 5.2: Coil and magnet dimensions 

desired torque output, a larger outer diameter of the system will result in a reduction of the 
torque deviation over the working range. 

The deviation of the torque over the working range is given in figure (5.10). The values 
are in function of the tool displacement at 90 mm of the rotation center and are taken relative 
to the maximal torque. The deviation is maximally 3 % of the maximal output. 

The disturbance forces in the axial direction vary from 0 N at the central position to about 
±50 N at a tool position of 5 mm out of the center. The linear relation between position and 
the force is given in figure ( 5.11). 

5.6 Current and Voltage Supply 

During this project the mechanica! part is investigated and the electrical part is just kept 
in mind to avoid unrealistic specifications concerning the current supply and controllers. In 
equation (5.1) the supply voltage as a function of the current and speed is given. In previous 
sections the current density was the only parameter that was used to design. The current 
through one foil winding equals (5.28). 

a· Wcoil 
I= Jcoil · Aw = Jcoil · tcoil · Ww = Jcoil · tcoil · Nw (5.28) 

In this equation Nw is the number of windings and a is the fill factor, the ratio between the 
conducting coil area and the total coil area including the isolation materiaL Preceding to 
this project a test was performed to investigate the use of foil windings and separate isolation 
between the foillayers. The results were not satisfactory. In figure (5.12) a schematic of the 
cross section of a coil is given. 
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5.6 Current and Voltage Supply 
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Figure 5.10: Torque deviation for: 6 mm magnet (left), 8 mm magnet (right) 

Disturbance force axial direction 
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Figure 5.11: Axial force for: 6 mm magnet (left), 8 mm magnet (right) 

The resistance of a wire with cross section A and length l is given by equation (5.29). 

R = Pe ·l 
A 

(5.29) 

Coils can be placed in parallel, in series and supplied using different amplifiers, dependant 
on the capabilities and casts of them. For approbation reasans [Com02] it is recommended 
not to exceed a supply voltage of 50 V. On the other side a resistance that is too low is not 
recommended for the amplifiers. 

If windings with a thickness of 0.10 mm are used and the isolation layer is 0.02 mm the 
totallength is 2.98 mand the resistance over one coil is 0.13 n. The fill factor a= 83%, ofthe 
windings can be compensated by using a higher current density through the coils. A current 
of Imax = 14.15 Aresultsin an average current density in the coils of 30 A/mm2

. Connecting 
12 coils in parallel requires two amplifiers of Usup = 22.07 V for a constant maximal torque 
output of a steady actuator. According to (5.1) the voltage needs to be higher in the dynamic 
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Figure 5.12: Schematic of coil cross section 
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Figure 5.13: Winding length as a function of the coil width 
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situation. Because the self inductance is not determined no information can be given. The 
totalk-factor of the system is given by (5.11) 

k = Tmax 
2 · Imax 

5.3 I I 
2

. 
14

.
15 

Nm A= 0.19 Nm A (5.30) 
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5.7 Cooling Design 

A high current density can only be used if the system is intensively cooled. The heat can be 
transported out of the system using the heat transfer mechanisms: convection, conduction 
and radiation. Radiation will not be used actively because it will only transfer enough heat 
at high temperature differences that are notallowed in the RFTS. In the next paragraphs the 
transfer mechanisms are discussed. Preceding to this research possibilities were investigated 
[Pa102]. 

5.7.1 Heat Transfer Mechanisms 

Conduction 

Within a medium that has a temperature difference, heat will be transferred by internal 
conduction. Equation (5.31) gives the general equation in the three dimensional farm. 

éPT éPT ä2T q 1 äT -+-+-+-=-
äx2 äy2 äz2 k a ät 

(5.31) 

To model the cooling system the one dimensional farm for the static situation will be used 
(5.32). Equation (5.31) is only interesting for the working of the finite element analyses. 

q" = D.T· ~ 
5x 

(5.32) 

Good heat transfer can be achieved by using highly conductive materialsof low thickness. 

Radiation 

In the ideal situation the heat transfer between two surfaces is given by (5.33). Attention 
needs to be payed to the radiation from the coils to the magnets that are only separated by 
a thin air film of 0.5 mm. 

(5.33) 

In this equation f3 depends on the geometry of the two surfaces A and B, the roughness of 
the surfaces, the used materials and the temperatures TA and TB. 

Convection 

Two main farms of convection exist: natural and forced convention. Natural convection 
works because of temperature differences in a gas or liquid that results in different densities 
in the medium. Because of the density differences the fluid will move along the surface that 
exchanges heat with the fluid. Natural convection is not important for the active cooling of 
the coils but can be for the heat exchange between different parts in the RFTS. The other 
farm is forced convection which will be used in the cooling channels with an active water flow. 
Convection can occur in a closed duet or over a surface. In the case of a closed duet the bulk 
temperature Tb of the fluid in the duet is used (5.34). 

q" = h(Tw- n) (5.34) 
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In the case of a surface the temperature TrXJ at a certain distance from the surface is used 
(5.35). 

q" = h (Tw - T oo) (5.35) 

h is the heat transfer coefficient and T w is the wall temperature. 

5.7.2 Modelling and Dirnensioning 

A heat exchanger with water cooling will be used in the system. The coils are placed on 
one side of the ceramic heat exchanger and the water will flow on the other side. Air is also 
available as a cooling medium, but the low specific heat capacity would require a very high 
flow rate. Water is commonly used in systems [~01]. The heat generation per coil area Ac is 
given by equation (5.36) that is determined using equation (5.3). 

" Pjoule J2 
q = A;- = coil · Pcoil · tcoil (5.36) 

The heat is mainly transported out of the coil at the cooling si de. At the other si de the heat 
is transferred to the environment and the magnets by radiation and natural convection. In 
figure (5.14) a schematic is given. To find out the maximal current density and temperature of 
the coils radiation is not taken into consideration. Because of thermal expansion and heating 
of the bearing oil the radiation neecis to be modelled. This model is not relevant for the heat 
exchanger design. 

oil 

coolant 

environment 
and other 

partsof the 
RFTS 

-----~ 
f---.L--L-.I--L-, air out 

magnets 

cooling channel 

base cooling j 

glue layer 

coil 

Figure 5.14: Schematics of the heat transfer in the system 

At the cooling side the heat has to cross the coil itself, the glue layer, the base of the 
cooling and is transported out of the system by forced convection using the water cooling. 
The heat transfer can be modelled using a resistance network [Bej93]. In equation (5.37) the 
difference between the water temperature and the coil temperature is given. The model is 
only valid if foil coils are used and not the common round windings packet tagether with glue. 
Common windings will have a larger inner thermal resistance and are therefore less suitable 
for this high current density design. 

b..T = q" [ tglue + tbase + ~] (5.37) 
kglue kbase he 

The assumption is made that the temperature in the coils is uniform. This is validated 
using the Biot number (5.38) which gives the relation between the internal conduction and 
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the external cooling. A Biot number lower than one indicates a uniform temperature in the 
windings. 

h ·l 
Bi=- (5.38) 

k 
The conduction terms in equation (5.37) are easy todetermine if the dimensions are known. 
The last convection term depends on the geometry of the cooling channels and the kind of 
flow: laminar or turbulent. First the flow rate needs to be determined. The total amount of 
heat that needs to be transported out of the system is known and the designer can determine 
the maximal allowed temperature difference between the outflow and the infiow. A large 
temperature gradient in the coolant results in a large temperature difference over the cooling 
area and the coil area. No calculations are performed but a temperature difference of about 
3 oe is taken as a limit. When the RFTS is built, it will be possible to perform tests and to 
find the optimal value. The temperature difference from the coolant is given by (5.39). 

(5.39) 

The form of convection in the cooling channels is internal forced convection and can be 
laminar or turbulent. In a turbulent flow eddies can disturb the system by causing unwanted 
vibrations. A turbulent flow on the other side will result in a much higher heat transfer 
coefficient which is of major importance. The coil and cooling assembly are not directly 
coupled to the moving parts of the system and the vibrations are expected not to infiuence 
the behaviour. The N usselt number is used to find the heat transfer coefficient and is given 
in equation (5.40). 

NuD = 0.012(Re~87 - 280)Pr0.4 for 0.5 ::; Pr ::; 500, 3 · 103 
::; ReD ::; 106 (5.40) 

These approximations of the Nusselt number are determined by Gnielinski and are used in 
[Bej93]. 

The Nusselt number fora laminar flow is a constant that depends on the geometry. If the 
heat transfer is constant over a rectangular duet NuDh equals 3.63 and for a uniform wall 
temperature over the duet NuDh equals 2.89 . The heat transfer coefficient can be calculated 
using (5.41). 

(5.41) 

In (5.41) kis the heat transfer coefficient ofthe used coolant and Dh is the equivalent hydraulic 
diameter given by (5.42). 

Dh = 4A (5.42) 
p 

A is the area of the cross section and p is the wetted perimeter of the cross section of the 
duet. In the case of a round tube it can be verified that Dh equals the diameter of the tube. 
eommonly the heat transfer coefficient is used in specific equations for heat exchanger that 
are not valid for this design. h is used in (5.37) to get a first estimation and in a finite element 
model that will be discussed in next section. 

The equations are given in appendix H. The temperature difference between the coils and 
the coolant is expected to be about 50 oe. Because the thermal conductivity of the glue layer 
is low in comparison to the rest of the cooling, the thickness has to be low. The surface of 
the heat exchanger where the coils are placed on, needs to be fiat as well as the surface of the 
foil coil itself. 
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Figure 5.15: Realization of the heat exchanger 

5.7.3 Finite Element Approach 

The heat exchanger is not modelled in a finite element package as one total part: the heat 
exchanger and the coils are separated. Because most of the heat internally generated in the 
coils is transported out of the RFTS by the heat exchanger , the heat flux at the contact 
surface between the coil and the base of the exchanger will equal t he generated heat in the 
coil. The structures tooibox in Unigraphics is used to perform the calculations on the design 
already made in the same programs. An attempt was made to export the assembly of coils 
and cooling as one part to a dedicated FEM program. This was not successful because of 
problems with the geometry exchange between Unigraphics and Ansys. 

Figure 5.16: Cross section cooling 

Boundary Conditions 

At the surfaces of the base of the cooling boundary conditions are applied in the model. The 
constant heat flux at the coil area is according to equation (5.36) . In the cooling channels 
the forced convection by the water flow is modelled. The same coefficient as for the walls in a 
scare duet is used as calculated in the previous section. Because the cover (5.16) of the base 
is not included , one wall of the duet is ignored . This approach results in a more pessimistic 
model than the reality is: the total cooling capacity will be modelled lower. Including the 
cover would require that the glue conneetion between both needs to be implemented. Because 
not enough information was available of the heat transfer in that case , the used approach is 
chosen. 
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Interpretation Results 

In figure ( 5.17) the t emperature distri bution in the base of the cooling is given. The maximal 

Figure 5.17: Temperature distribution in the cooling 
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temperature at the cooling surface is 30 oe for an ambient cooling water t emperature of 15 oe 
and a total flow rate of 31/ min. The temperature of the coils can be calculated using the 
resistance of the glue layer and equation (5 .32). 

,..,., ,..,., " tglue 
1 coil = 1 base + q · -- = 

k glue 
30 + 0.0643. 106 . . oe= 48 oe ( 

0 2. 10-3) 
0.7 

(5.43) 

Foregoing equations assume steady state thermal behaviour. The tool movement will be 
harmonie and not a continuous acceleration. The current through the coils will therefore not 
be at a continuous maximum. For a harmonie movement the average heat production over 
one cycle will be half of the maximal heat prod uction. 

0.5 Pjoulemax ::::} 

0.5 J;oilmax · Pcoil · t coil (5.44) 

If the internal heat capacity of the coils is high enough to store the heat energy during a 
movement cycle it will be possible to increase the maximal current by a factor .)2. The 
maximal acceleration of the RFTS will increase by the same factor. Tests are required to 
investigate this possibility. Equation (5.45) gives the relation between a time period that a 
current is applied on a coil volume with a current density J and the t emperature rise. 

ó.T = J2 . Pe . ó.t 
Gp. p 

A current density of J = 30 A/ mm2 gives following relation. 

ó.T = 4.39 oe j s · ó.t 

Heat Exchange Outside the Cooling 

(5.45) 

(5 .46) 

Because the coils are at a higher temperature than the nominal environment temperature, 
heat will be exchanged to it. Interesting is the heat conduction to the bearing because the 
oil will be heated and as a result the viscosity will change. Other parts will be heated too 
and that results in a radial position error of the tool with respect to the machined part. The 
symmetry of the design will reduce other position errors. An active air cooling can be used 
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for extra cooling of the hearing surface and the conneetion between the magnets ring and the 
hearing. In the next chapter about the mechanical design the implementation in the system 
is given. No calculations are performed to predict the effect of the cooling. Modelling the air 
flow and resulting heat flow would become too complex to perform within the time span of 
this research 

5. 7.4 Condusion System Cooling 

A current density of 30 A/mm2 in the coils with a thickness of 4 mm is possible using intensive 
water cooling with a total flow rate of 3 1/min. A model verification is used. Increasing the 
coil thickness will require better water cooling. It is better to use thinner coils with a high 
current density than thicker coils with a lower current density because the magnetic field 
strength is higher near the magnets. When the design is built it will be possible, if desirable, 
to find a higher current density by experiments. This can be dorre by increasing the current 
density while monitoring the coil temperature. The coil temperature can be measured using 
temperature sensors mount on the coils or by measuring the resistance of the coils that is 
dependent on the temperature. 
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5.8 Condusion Actuator Design 

An actuator based on the use of foil coils and water cooling is designed. The effective thickness 
of the magnet ring is 6 mm, the inner diameter is 60 mm and the outer diameter of is 90 mm. 
The thickness of the coils is 4 mm. The torque is maximally 5.3 Nm and has a deviation lower 
than 3% over the working range. The performance and the compact design are achieved using 
a twelve magnet configuration with twenty four coils in tot al. In the early stage of the actuator 
design the assumption was made that single magnet parts would be mount on a holder. The 
holder has a thickness of 1 mm and is necessary for a controlled fixation. If it is possible to 
magnetize the total magnet ring in one time the support would not be needed and the ring 
could be mount directly on the frame. The space that comes available can be used to increase 
the magnet thickness. A magnet ring of 8 mm results in an output of 6.1 N.m. 

The maximal current density of 30 A/mm2 is valid for foil windings and guarantees that 
the coil temperature does not exceed 50 °C. After the system is builtexperimentsneed to be 
performed to investigate the possibility of increasing this value and the heat transfertoother 
parts of the RFTS needs to be evaluated. If conventional round windings are used in the coils 
the internal heat conduction in the coil will be lower and the maximal coil temperature will 
be higher. 
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Figure 5.18: Coil dimensions 



Chapter 6 

Mechanica! Design 

In this chapter the total mechanica! design will be discussed. In previous chapters the actuator 
design and the bearing design are discussed separately because of their major importance in 
the total design. This does not mean that they are considered as stand alone parts during the 
design process and finally connected to each other. The tot al design always needs to be in 
mind and that results in an iterative process where a change in one part results in a change 
of another part in the RFTS. 

bearing system 

~ 
LÛ 

F igure 6. 1: actuator, bearing and arm of the RFTS 

The bearing is the central part of the RFTS that is connected to the x-guide of the 
Colath lathe. The inertia of the moving parts of the bearing is as low as possible , while the 
stiffness of it needs meet the specifications. On the total bearing the actuator is attached 
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in the centre between two radial hearings. Reaction forces from the actuator to the lathe 
can induce vibrations. If this problem occurs after tests it needs to be possible to implement 
an extra mass to the system. This mass will be like a rigid body that is controlled with a 
low bandwidth actuation to keep its position on the lathe. The tool arm is placed on the 
hearing surrounding the actuator in a way that the force loops go through the radial hearings 
to reduce loss of stiffness that would be the case if the forces would go through an extra 
frame . The measurement system is placed stiff to the actuator. Vibration modes between the 
actuator and the measurement system will determine the control bandwidth of the system. 
The double measurement system will be insensitive to translations of the RFTS and will only 
measure rotations. Unlike the actuator, the non-moving part of the measurement system 
needs to be fixed on its reference, the base of the lathe. The RFTS needs electrical cables 
and oil supply tubes. 

In this chapter each part of the RFTS is discussed separately to give a clear explanat ion 
of the design choices of the parts itself. The stiffness of the system is determined by the 
combination of all the individual parts and that will be discussed in a separate section as 
well as the dynamica! behaviour of the system. The heat transfer in the system is already 
discussed in previous sections about the actuator design. Heating of system parts however 
can affect the total performance of the RFTS. 

6.1 Mechanica! Stiffness 

A common value in the tooling industry for the stiffness between the work part and the tool 
tip is 10 N / p,m. A lower value results in a bad surface quality or reduced form accuracy. From 
the tool to the work part t he force loop crosses following parts in the RFTS and the Colath. 
A schematic of the force loop is given in figure (6.2). 

machining process 

RFTS: -arm 
- bearing 
-actuator 

Figure 6.2: Force loop 

Tool 

The tool cuts into the work part. The forces , Feut that are applied to the work part are 
maximally 25 N and maximally 1 N when tooling with optical surface quality. The tool is 
considered as an infinitely stiff object and is nottaken into account for the stiffness calculation. 
Important when turning objects is a rigid fixture of the tool on the RFTS. 
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RFTS 

In the RFTS the force loop goes from the fixture of the tool through the arm, the hearings 
and the actuator to the support frame of the actuator. If an extra mass is necessary to reduce 
the reaction forces on the Colath , this device neecis also to be incorporated in the model. 
The actuator positions the tool using a control system. In the static situation an integrating 
action of the controller provides infinite stiffness. In the dynamic situation the actuator is 
not infinitely stiff, the actual behaviour is not investigated during this project. 
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radial bearing 

Figure 6.3: Tool stiffness 

The bottie necks in the design are the stiffness of the hearing and the stiffness of the tool 
arm, figure (6.3). The stiffness of the hearing are krad for the radial hearing and kax for the 
axial bearing. The stiffness of the arm is direction dependant and is calculated using FEM 
(appendix J). If all other parts of the RFTS and the Colath are considered as infinitely stiff 
the stiffness at the tool is given by the following equations. 

x-direction, radial direction of the product. 

kx = ( (2 · krad)- 1 + (karm, x)-1
) -

1 
(6.1) 

krad is the radial stiffness of the radial hearings, karm, x is the stiffness of the tool arm in the 
x-direction. 

z-direction, thickness of the product. 

kz = ( (2 · krad)- 1 + (karm, z)-1
) -

1 (6.2) 

karm, z is the stiffness of the tool arm in the z-direction. 

y-direction, tangential direction of the product. 

( 
tî 1 -1 -1) -1 

ky = 2l§ krad + (kax) + (karm, y) (6.3) 

kax is the axial stiffness of the axial hearing, karm, y is the stiffness of the tool arm in the 
y-direction. 
Using: kax = 68 NI J-Lm, krad = 66 NI J-Lm, karm, y = 50 NI J-Lm, Zt = 90mm and lt = 30mm, 
the resulting stiffness in the y-direction is 107Nim. The stiffness of the tool arm is given 
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in appendix (J). This means that the other parts need to he infinitely stiff to meet the 
specifications. The rotational stiffness of the radial hearing is determined using FEM, chapter 
4. The resulting stiffness at the tool tip is 30 NI f-Lm. Using this value in (6.3), that replaces 
the first term, results in a stiffness of 15 NI f-Lm in the y-direction. This means that the 
minimal stiffness in the rest of the construction neecis to he at least 30 NI f-Lm. 

Support Frame RFTS 

The support frame does not have limitations concerning mass reduction and can therefore 
he designed very stiff in comparison with the moving parts of the actuator. Geometrical 
limitations hy the availahle space on the Colath are no prohlem hecause of the compact 
design of the RFTS. 

Colath 

From the frame of the RFTS the force loop crosses the x-guiding of the Colath, the frame, 
the z-guiding, the spindie with air hearings and finally the work part itself. All parts of the 
Colath are assumed to have high stiffness, hecause this lathe has already proven its quality 
in the past. The air hearing has the lowest stiffness. In the near future a comhined spindle, 
actuator and air hearing will replace the existing one. 

The force loop as mentioned is not investigated in total. This overview can he used in 
future research when optimizing the design. 
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6.2 Tooi Arm 

High stiffness and low inertia are the two main design concerns for the tool arm. A value of 
at least 50 NI f-Lm is the minimal value for the stiffness in the z-direction and 30 NI f-Lm in the 
other directions. The centre of gravity of the rotating parts is determined by the tool arm 
because all other parts are built symmetrically. Building the arm symmetrically too, would 
result in a large design. The fixation of parts like the position eneaders and the actuator 
system would be complicated to realize. 

tooi arm, mass 
is reduced 

position for tooi 
connection~ 

Figure 6.4: Schematic of the tool arm and the contra masses. The contra masses can be 
removed from the arm for dissembling purpose of the RFTS. 

Materials 

The Young's modulus and the density are evaluated to find the appropriate materiaL Nor
mally the ratio between the Young's modulus and density is used for evaluation. 

. . . ~ 
opt1m1zatiOn = -

p 
(6.4) 

Not the mass of the arm but the inertia of the tool arm is important. An arm with a cross 
section that results in a constant amount of bending is used 1 . As a result the necessary mass 
to provide the stiffness is located as much as possible near the axis of rotation of the system. 
In equation 6.5 the moment of inertia is given if the axis of rotation is located at the end. 

J = o.34 . JE . z~· 5 . ~ (6.5) 

(~)! ( 3)0.25 1 dcross(X) = dcross(O) · l~x 3
; dcross(O) = 195:k~ [Gie89) 
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A more relevant evaluation parameter for the material of the arm is given below. 

(6.6) 

In table (6.2) an overview of investigated materialsis given. 

I 
E 

I kg~m3 J 
Ejp 

I 
VElP 

109 ·N/m2 107 -N.mjkg N0.5 .m2 /kg 

Al 70 2700 2.6 98 
Fe 210 7800 2.7 58 
Ti 115 4500 2.6 75 
Al203 250 - 400 3900 6.4 - 10.0 128 - 162 
SiC 300 - 500 3200 9.4 - 15.6 171 - 220 

Table 6.1: Material properties 

Aluminium oxide and silicium carbide are clearly the best materials using the evaluation. 
The tool arm however is not a simple object with a standard geometry. Ceramic materials 
are hard to process and to mount on the central bearing. A mould can be made with the 
right farm and the ceramic can be sintered in that mould. This methad will be costly for a 
prototype product. At the conneetion of the ceramic part and the bearing still the risk of 
introducing stress that infl.uences the bearing behaviour exists. 

Aluminium can be machinedandis the best metal according to the evaluation parameter. 
The final design of the arm is made using the Unigraphics CAD and CAE package intensively. 
After an initial design the inert ia and the stiffness (appendix J) at the tool were evaluated. If 
the stiffness was not high enough the stress per volume was evaluated over the model. This 
methad shows the positions where the arm needs to be made stiffer. The arm is built up using 
triangles to lead the farces. A schematic of the arm and the contra masses is given in figure 
6.4. If the stiffness seems to be too low after experiments are performed it is possible to use 
thin ceramic plates to increase the stiffness. The arm and the contra masses are detachable 
farm each other for the assembling of the RFTS. The central hole that has to fit the bearing 
diameter needs to be machined when the arm and the contra masses are connected. 
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6.3 Position Measurement System 

The surface quality and form accuracy depend on the quality of the position measuring. An 
optical surface quality requires a roughness of Ra = 10 nm. If the resolution of positioning 
is higher than 10 nm it is not possible to meet the specification. The form accuracy is in 
the order of 1 J-lill. In chapter three, it is explained that a double system will be used in 
order to measure rotations around the axial direction and no translations in the x,y- plane. 
Rotary scale eneaders are available on the market in many different forms and from many 
manufacturers. The products of three manufacturers: Haidenhein, Renishaw and Micro-e, are 
evaluated. Because the quality of an eneader system is not only determined by the system 
itself but also by the way it in can be implemented in the RFTS a list of specifications was 
used: 

• The possibility to build in the system without affecting the working of other parts of 
the RFTS. 

• The angular resolution of the system. 

• Moment of inertia of the rnaving parts of the system. If necessary, the system needs to 
be modified, cut in pieces, to reduce the inertia. In most cases this is possible because 
normal rotary eneaders are used for full revolutions, not small rotations. 

• Sensitivity for contamination like oil. 

• Sensitivity for alignment errors and all geometrical deviations in the system. Thermal 
expansion is an important issue because of the high current density actuator. 

The Renishaw stainless steel rotary scales are suitable for this project. The steel ring needs to 
be cut in parts to reduce the inert ia of the eneader system. U sing a tot al ring would result in an 
inertia that is too large in comparison with the rest of the system and is unnecessary because 
the working range of the RFTS only covers a small part of a total revolution. Haidenhein and 
Miero-e use glass scales that are harder to implement in the system. The glass scales have 
an inertia that is too high for the system and give more mechanica! problems if they are cut 
in parts and placed in the system. The lines on the scale are oriented in the radial direction 
and the reading heads are placed on top. An axial motion of the system changes the gap size 
between the reading head and the scale and results in reading errors. Movements in the axial 
direction are more present than motions in the radial direction because of the disturbance 
farces. The orientation of the scale of the Renishaw system is in the axial direction and is 
less sensitive for movement in the axial direction. Dissembling the RFTS is also easier for a 
system with axially oriented scales. 

The placement of the scale parts needs to follow the instanation specifications of the 
eneader system. After the scales are placed on the arm the position has to be measured on a 
coordinate measurement machine and the working of the system verified befare final assembly. 
It is recommended to use glue to fixate the scales. 

The standard Renishaw electranies will not give the required resolution of 10 nm at the 
tool tip. The RESR, B section, system with a nominalouter diameter at the scale of 100.3 mm 
has an angular resolution of 1.98 · w-7 rad using an interpolation factor of 2000. The pitch 
of the lines on the scale is 20 J-lill. If the tool tip is at a radius of 90 mm off the rotation 
axis the resulting resolution is 18 nm. This value is too high according to the specification. 
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Using a different interpolator that has an interpolation factor of 4000, the resolution at the 
tool tip will be 9 nm. Haidenhein has interpolators with a factor of 4000. Another option 
is to make a dedicated scale that has a lower pitch. No further research to detail out the 
position measurement system into detail is performed. Only the feasibility of using a system 
is investigated. 
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6.4 Tooi Height Adjustment 

In Chapter 4 about the bearing design the principle for small adjustments of the tool in z
direction is given. The maximal displacement of 5 J-Lm is too low to compensate. One salution 
can be a compact tool adjustment at the fixture of the tool on the arm. This results in an 
increase of the inertia of the system and is not preferabie and because no electdeal cables can 
be connected on the rnaving partsof the RFTS, only manual control is possible. Adjustment 
of the total RFTS and support frame is the other possibility. This salution does not require 
an increase of the rnaving parts and the adjustment can be controlled using an actuator. The 

adjustment actuator 

!tooi 

x-guide elastic flexure 

Figure 6.5: Schematic tool adjustment 

adjustment is not designed in detail, only the concept salution is given. Instead of a pure 
translation in the z-direction a rotation around the x-direction can be used. The rotation 
results in a translation of the tool. The small rotations of the RFTS are not expected to 
cause problems and software correction for the geometrical deviations can be implemented. 
In figure (6.5) a schematic of the salution is given. 
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6.5 System Dynamics 

The turning process is a dynamic process. Vibrations are caused by the remaval of material 
by the tool. The material behaviour of polymers is strongly time dependant and the process 
parameters are variable. A lot of research is necessary befare the process can be modelled. If 
non rotationally symmetrie surfaces are turned the dynamics become even more complicated. 
It is important that the natural frequencies in the RFTS are high enough to avoid disturbing 
vibrations in the system that influence the surface quality. The bandwidth of the control 
system is also determined by the natmal frequencies. If the spindie speed is 6000 rpm the 
frequency of the tool motion will be 200 Hz. The first natmal frequency in the mechanicalloop 
between the position measurement system and the actuator needs to be much higher. The 
goal was to model the dynamics using a fini te element model of the relevant mechanica! parts. 
The transfer function between the actuator and the position measurement and the actuator 
and the tool tip can be determined using the rnadal results. This methad is described in 
[Hom98]. The interpretation of the modes and the effects on the behaviour of the system is 
described in [Ran97]. Within the time that was available for this thesis the implementation of 
the hearing in the total dynamica! model was not successful. The hearings were modelled as 
two dimensional spring/damperelementsin asolid model. In reality, however, the loads in the 
hearings act over surfaces and not at single points. The elasticity of the elements where the 
spring elements are connected to is of large influence. If the spring elements were given values 
for the stiffness that are 103 times larger than the appropriate value, the first modes of the 
system were the rigid body modes of the total rnaving parts of the system. The first resonance 
mode was the rotation of the system around the centre of the hearing at about 1000Hz. If 
further research is required the hearing needs to be modelled over the actual hearing surfaces. 
The implementation was too time consuming within this research due to the complexity of 
the geometries that are designed in Unigraphics and imported into Ansys. An option for the 
rnadelling is the use of fluid elements with a thickness that equals the distance between both 
modelled hearing parts. The nocles of the elements are connected at the hearing surface and 
as a result the elements are prevented to flow. The damping and campressing properties of 
the fluid elements need to be consistent with the stiffness and damping of the hearing. 

The rigid body modes and the modes in the total construction of the rnaving parts are 
determined. The hearing housing tagether with the arm and contra masses will vibrate as a 
rigid body around the hearing centre that is assumed to be rigid. In reality the centre is not 
rigid but the fixation at the bottorn and at the top will be sufficient to make the assumption. 
In an early stage of the design the top of the hearing was not fixed and vibrated at 800Hz, 
which is too low for an undamped mode. The hearing stiffness and damping that are found 
in the chapter of the hearing design and the inertia of the rnaving parts are used for the 
calculations. 

6.5.1 Rigid Body Modes 

The mass and inertia properties of the rnaving parts are determined using the mass analysis 
tool of Unigraphics. The total mass of the system is 1.3 kg. Because of the symmetry in the 
design the centre of mass is located on the axis of rotation and near the centre of the magnets, 
the radial hearing and tool arm. The use of the more general Lagrange approach that was 
used in the early design stage is not necessary because the modes are already decoupled using 
the translation at the centre of the hearing and the rotations at the centre. The following 
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equations are used to find the frequencies !trans (6.7) and the type of vibration (6.8) for 
translation modes [GFF94]. 

j _ ]__ J ktrans 
trans- 27r m (6.7) 

Ç = Btrans 

2 Jm · ktrans 
(6.8) 

The following equations are used to find the frequencies frot (6.9) and the type of vibration 
(6.10) for rotation modes. 

f - _!__ [k;;; 
rot- 27r y J (6.9) 

Ç = Brat 

2 JJ ·krot 
(6.10) 

If the damping coefficient Ç is larger than one, the system is above critically damped. Modes 
that are highly damped do not cause vibration problems in the system if they are not in the 
control loop. This property is important for the RFTS because the stiffness is determined by 
the static stiffness at the tool. Using a higher value that is determined by the lowest allowed 
frequency value of the rigid body mode would require bearings of higher stiffness. The results 
for the translations are given below in table (6.2). 

K M B f ç 
N/m kg N· s ·m- 1 kHz 

x-translation 1.1. 101S 1.3 1.3 . 10' 1.46 5.4. 10:.! 

y-translation 1.1 ·lOS 1.3 1.3. 107 1.46 5.4. 102 

z-translation 6.8. 10' 1.3 3.5. 104 1.15 1.9 

Table 6.2: Translating rigid body modes 

The results for the rotations are given below in table (6.3) . 

K J B f ç 
N · m/rad kg· m 2 N · m · s kHz 

x-rotation 3.1 . 10° 0.002 1.56. 104 1.96 3.1 · 10:.! 
y-rotation 3.1 . 105 0.002 1.56. 104 1.96 3.1 . 102 

Table 6.3: Rotating rigid body modes 

6.5.2 Structural Modes in the Moving Parts 

The modes in the structure of the moving parts are determined using finite element method. 
The boundary conditions are applied at the bearing positions. In figure (6.6) a schematic 
is given. All boundary conditions are applied on edges that are positioned at the eentres of 
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TD 

AD = axial direction 
RD = radial direction 
TD = tangential direction 

6.5 System Dynamics 

AD AD 

Figure 6.6: Boundary conditions structural dynamics model 

the hearings. At the radial hearings the conditions fix the part in the radial direction and 
at the radial hearing (RD) the axial direction (AD). The magnets are fixed in the tangential 
direction (TD) at the outer edge and model an actuator/control system that is infinitely stiff. 
The first mode is a movement in the axial direction at 4.1 kHz, the second one is the bending 
of the arm in the x-direction at 4.5 kHz and is present in the positioning loop of the system. 
In figure ( 6. 7) two modes are given. In appendix K more are given. 

Figure 6. 7: Structural eigenmodes, first two 
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6.6 Accuracy Analysis 

The actual position of the tool tip will be different from the intended tool position. Deviations 
in the guiding system, the measurement system and the control and positioning system will 
result in a tool position error [sPEOO]. In the RFTS, thermo mechanica! effects, finite stiffness, 
the position measurement system and calibration and alignment errors are the error sources. 
In this section a short overview of the error sourees that are related to the mechanics as 
designed during this project will be given. This analysis is an estimation of the expected errors. 
After the RFTS is manufactured and the control and calibration strategy is determined a more 
complete analysis can be given. Errors that can be compensated using software correction 
are not incorporated in this accuracy analysis. 

I 
I IJ! 

- - r - ..--+-+"* 
öy 

I 

öh 

Figure 6.8: Actual (Pa) and desired (Pd) tool position on the machined product 

In figure (6.8) a schematic of the actual and desired tool position is given. A virtual 
product is incorporated in the schematic. The deviation in the radial direction is given by or, 
the deviation in the tangential direction by oz and the deviation that results in a thickness 
error by oh. 

Thermo Mechanica! Effects 

Because the RFTS is a compact precision device a heat production of 550 W is high. Not 
all the heat will be transported out of the system by the cooling device. Due to radiation 
and convection, heat from the coils will be transported to the hearing and other parts of the 
construction. In chapter five about the actuator design, it is explained that an estimation 
of the temperature distribution within the total RFTS is very complex. The analysis is not 
performed during this masters project. After the RFTS is built measurements need to be 
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performed to determine the actual temperature during operation conditions. An active air 
cooling is expected to be necessary. 

Befare tooling and measuring the actual tool position, the RFTS needs to thermally 
stabilized by preheating. If the temperature distribution remains constant during the process, 
the thermo mechanica! effects are minimaL 

A temperature change in the construction of one degree is expected to be a maximal value 
during the machining process. Because of the symmetry of the tool arm with respect to the 
actuator no bending of the arm is expected. A temperature change of the outer bearing 
cylinder will result in a deviation of the tool in the z-direction. The cylinder is made of brass 
that has a thermal expansion coefficient of 17.5 ·10-6. The distance between the axial bearing 
and the centre of the tool arm is 50 mm. The deviation of the tool position in the z-direction 
will be about 1 ~-tm. To give an indication of the temperature deviation in the radial direction 
and axial direction of the machined product a temperature change of the arm and the bearing 
is considered. The distance between the tool tip and the center of the bearing is 90 mm in 
the radial direction of the product and about 30 mm in the axial direction. Aluminium, 
brass and steel are the used materials. Using the thermal expansion coefficient of aluminium 
(23.8 ·10-6 ), the thermal expansion can be calculated for one degree temperature change. In 
the axial direction the deviation will be 0. 7 ~-tm;oc. In the radial direction the deviation will 
be about 2.1 ~-tmrc. 

Finite system stiffness 

The stiffness at the tool tip between the tool and the work part is 10 NI ~-tm in all directions. 
The cutting force are maximally 1 N for high precision machining. In all directions the 
maximal deviation due the finite stiffness will be 0.1 ~-tm. 

Dynamica! effects 

If the centre of mass is not exactly positioned at the axis of rotation, disturbance farces 
will be present in the x and y directions (figure ??). The stiffness of the radial hearings in 
these direct i ons is higher than 100 NI ~-tm. The disturbance force can be calculated out of the 
angular acceleration and the distance r cm between the cent re of mass and the axis of rotation. 

·· Tact 
Fdyn = cf; · r cm = -J · r cm 

sys 
(6.11) 

Using the mass analysis tool of Unigraphics it has been verified that the centre of mass can be 
positioned easily within 0.2 mm. The disturbance farces will maximally be Fdyn = 0.9 N at 
maximal acceleration. The system is over damped in these directions because of the squeeze 
damping of the bearing. Therefore the static stiffness of the bearing is used to calculate the 
d . t• 0 9 9 ev1a 10n: I'ÜS" m = nm. 

In the axial direction the disturbance force (maximally 50 N) of the actuator will result in 
displacements of 5.~~7 m = 1 ~-tm. These displacements will occur when machining products 
with a large height amplitude. 

Position encoder 

The position eneader system was not designed at the moment of writing this thesis. Only the 
feasibility of the implementation of an angular position measurement system is demonstrated. 
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The system error of the investigated Renishaw eneader system (RESR angular eneader system, 
103 mm external diameter) has a total system error of ±2.8 are seconds according to the 
specification. This will result in a tool tip error of ±1.2 J.tm in the axial direction. These 
errors are aresult of geometrical deviations of the grating and the reading head. These errors 
can be software compensated. Interpolation errors and other non repeatable errors need to 
be evaluated when the system is built. An error of 0.1 J.tm, which is ten times the resolution 
of the system, is used in this analysis. 

Tooi height adjustment 

Because the tool height adjustment is not designed into detail, the influence of it can not be 
given. The stability of the long range adjustment will mainly be influenced by temperature 
effects in the construction of it. The short range adjustment in the axial bearing will be 
determined by the flow control out of the bearing. If a control system is used, tagether 
with a capacitance sensor on top of the bearing, the system can be positioned within one 
micrometer. A deviation with an upper limit of two micrometer will be used to calculate the 
total deviation. 

Condusion accuracy analysis 

Temperature deviations have major influence on the positioning accuracy of the system. In 
previous paragraphs it is explained that not enough parameters are known to perfarm a more 
exact accuracy analysis. This analysis is valid for the shape accuracy of the system. As al
ready explained the surface quality will be determined by vibrations and the resolution of the 
positioning system. Because of the high resonance frequencies (over 1 kHz) and over damped 
rigid body modes no problems are expected. The total deviation from the tool position to 
the desired position is calculated using the quadratical sum of the expected deviations. 
Radial direction 

dynamic, centre of mass 0.01 J.tm 
finite system stiffness 0.1 J.tm 
thermal expansion 2.1 J.lm 

TOT AL or = y(0.01)2 + (0.1)2 + (2.1)2 J.tm = 2.1 J.lm 

Axial direction 
dynamic, centre of mass 0.01 J.tm 
finite system stiffness 0.1 J.lm 
position eneader 0.1 J.lm 
thermal expansion 0.7 J.tm 

TOT AL oh= v(o.o1)2 + (0.1) 2 + (0.1) 2 + (0.7)2 J.tm = o.7 J.tm 

Tangential direction 
thermal expansion 1j.tm 
finite system stiffness 0.1 J.lm 
axial disturbance force 1j.tm 
tool height adjustment 2J.tm 
TOT AL oz = y(1)2 + (0.1)2 + (1)2 + (2)2 J.tm = 2.5 J.tm 
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6. 7 Overview Mechanica! Design 

Cables and Supply 

The system needs to be provided with cooling fluid, oil at different pressure rates and electrical 
cables for the coils and the position measurement system. Leakage of any fluid is not allowed 
in this device. In figure (6.9) an overview of the necessary supply and drainage is given. 

M5 conneetion up
per part of bearing 

oil supply and 
drainage 

Figure 6.9: Overview system supply 

The supply for the air cooling of the bearing surface near the coils is not given. The air 
supply can be placed in the cover plate of the cooling by milling channels on the surface. 

lmplementation on Colath Lathe 

The main constraint for the implementation of the RFTS was the available space on the 
Colath lathe between the center of the spindie and the frame of it. The bottorn of the RFTS 
is placed on a plate of maximally 10 mm (figure 6.10). It is not possible to use a thicker plate, 
unless the bearing height will be minimized. As a consequence the bearing stiffness would 
become too low. Same modification on the cover of the lathe need to be performed to provide 
extra space. The top of the bearing needs to be fixated in the x,y- plane using the two M5 
connections on the centre line of the bearing. The use of a thin plate would only fixate the 
two degrees of freedom and not apply stresses in the other directions. 
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fixation upper part bearing: 
concept drawing, only fixation in 
x,y - plane is allowed 

Y--~-~ 

RFTSframe 

75 

Figure 6.10: Concept for the implementation on the Colath lathe. The actuator is placed 
on a solid frame. Following parts are not presented in this schematic and still 
need to be designed: the fixation of the upper part of the axial hearing, the 
position encoders, supply of the system and the tool height adjustment. 
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Chapter 7 

Manufacturing and Assembly 

An important concern during the design process was to find solutions that can be manu
factured. In this section it will be explained how the parts have to be manufactured and 
assembled. Critical manufacturing tasks will be discussed. 

7.1 Bearing Manufacturing 

The manufacturing methad of the bearing depends highly on the available machines. At the 
moment of writing this thesis the bearing was being manufactured at Optiwa. This company 
has a high accuracy lathe from the firm Hembrug. The use of this machine makes it possible 
to manufacture the bearing parts without grinding. Harderring of the steel is nat required as 
is for grinding. Because the bearing does nat make full revolutions at high speed but only 
small rotations, the roundness is nat of major concern. The non rnaving parts of the bearing 
will be manufactured of steel and the rnaving parts of bronze. bronze is easier to machine but 
has a higher density and a lower modulus of elasticity than steel. The absolute dimensions of 
the bearing do nat require low tolerance. The gap sizes need to be of low toleranee because 
the resistance on the flow depends to the third power on the gap size. Relative dimensions of 
low toleranee can be achieved. 

The rnaving slice of the axial bearing needs to be centered with the outer bus of the 
bearing. Bath parts will be connected using glue. During the harderring of the glue, the parts 
need to be fixated. The central part of the bearing can be used as a holder for the bus and 
the slice of the axial bearing can be fixated on top using a bold. The tapped hole for the 
upper bearing part can be used. Aligning the part can be performed by rotating bath parts 
while measuring with a dial indicator. 

A bolt that is preloaded with a dish spring will be used for the final assembly of the 
bearing. A force of 2 kN is required. The exact stiffness of the dish spring needs to be 
determined to know the displacement of the spring from the initial non loaded position to the 
final position. A spring that provides a pre laad of 2 kN at total displacement is preferabie 
because the elasticity of it will nat affect the stiffness of the total system. 

The connections of the supply and drainage will be connected using glue. 
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7.2 Actuator Manufacturing 

The use of foil coils is preferabie for the internal heat transfer in the coils. However, the 
production methad of foil coils needs to be improved. To reduce the risk of failure conventional 
windings will be used. In future, when the production process is improved and foil coils can 
be used in the actuator, a higher performance can be achieved because of the higher current 
level. 

The surface of the base where the coils will be mount on and the coil surface itself need 
to be flat. A higher glue thickness that would betheresult if the surfaces do not make good 
contact would result in locally high temperatures in the coil. At the outside of the coils an 
isolation material can be used to reduce the heat transfer from the coils to the environment. 
This can easily be performed by immersing the assembied actuator in an isolation plastic that 
hardens. The risk of water leakage out of the system will be reduced by this methad too. 

If the base of the cooling will be made of graphite, conventional milling can be used for 
the manufacturing of the structure and the cooling channels. If aluminium oxide will be used 
a mould needs to be made. Finally the surface at bath sides of the cooling need to be grinded 
to achieve flat surfaces. At the side where the cooling base is glued on the support frame the 
flatness of the surface is important. If bath parts are not connected well toeach other water 
leakage can be the result. 

7.3 Manufacturing Tooi Arm 

The tool arm is designed of aluminium. High speed milling is a good option for the man
ufacturing of the total part. The cutting farces that will be applied will be lower than for 
conventional milling and the holes and gaps can be machined using one tool. After the tool 
arm and the contra mass are connected the holes for the hearing conneetion need to machined 
in one time. This assures a homogeneaus laad on the hearing. 

7.4 Assembly and Testing 

The hearing will be built first and needs to be tested befare connecting to the rest of the 
RFTS. First the connections and plugsneed to placed and glued. The stiffness of the hearings 
needs to be tested. If the stiffness is according to the calculations the oil drainage can be 
placed. On the top of the hearing holes are placed for the oil drainage and air supply to 
seal the hearing using air pressure. This system needs to be designed in detail. The magnet 
holder with magnets has to be glued on the centre of the hearing using an extra cylinder 
outside the hearing bus for the positioning. The arm and contra masses are placed using 
balts and a small amount of glue: it needs to be possible to replace the tool arm. After the 
coils are placed around the hearing and the actuator is controlled the rnaving mass needs 
to be balanced to place the centre of gravity exactly at the axis of rotation. The system 
is designed to have the centre of gravity at the right position but deviations can occur due 
to manufacturing tolerances. Four holes with set screws need to be placed in the contra 
masses for the adjustment. An unbalanced rnaving mass can be measured using capacitive 
displacement sensors at the outer surface of the hearing bus. The placement of the angular 
rotation measurement system is not detailed. 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 

8.1 Conclusions 

A rotary fast tool servo is designed as the final project of the Masters of Science study 
Mechanica! Engineering of the author. The fast tool servo will be able to manufacture non
rotationally symmetrie optical surfaces of polymers at high throughput. It will be possible 
to manufacture multi focal eye glasses without polishing as a finishing manufacturing step. 
The maximal acceleration at the tool tip will be 400 m · s-2 and the stroke of the tool will be 
lOmm. 

Actuator 

The designed short stroke rotating actuator is placed in the centre of the system and is water 
cooled because of the heat dissipation of 550 W. It consists of twelve rnaving neodymium
iron-baron magnets that move and two times twelve coils that are fixated. The lay out of this 
actuator can be considered as a folded linear motor. Because of the dynamica! behaviour and 
eddy current losses no iron moves in the magnetic field of the magnets. Over the working 
range the force factor of the actuator changes maximally 2.5%. 

Bearing systern 

An arm connects the tool with the actuator. The tool acceleration is relatively high because 
it is placed out the centre of the system. A hydrastatic bearing system is designed to support 
the rnaving parts. Two compact radial bearing and one axial bearing are supplied with oil 
at respectively 40 bar and 20 bar. The squeeze damping in the bearings results in an over 
damped system and no stick slip effects will be present. 

Mechanica! design 

Resolution, mechanica! stability and vibrations are of major concern. A resolution of 10 nm 
for the positioning can be achieved using a double angular rotation measurement system. 
This system is not designed in detail but the feasibility of the implementation is shown. 

Mechanica! stability covers the influence of temperature changes in the system and the 
stiffness of the design on the surface and from quality of the product. Temperature changes in 
the system that result from the heat generation of the actuator will deform the structure. The 
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heat transfer from the coils to other parts than the cooling is minimized and the construction 
of the arm is built symmetrically around the actuator to reduce bending. At the tool tip a 
stiffness of 10 N / f-Lm is designed. 

The bandwidth is limited by the vibrations in the system. The first under damped res
onance mode that is present in the positioning loop of the tool is at 4.5 kHz. The first over 
damped mode is at 1 kHz. During the design process always an optimum has to be found 
between the performance and the parameters that determine the optical quality. A straight 
forward working methad does not exist. Factors that determine the quality are modelled 
and these models tagether with mechanica! solutions are used to determine that final design. 
Finite element calculations and computer aided design were very important tools toperfarm 
the design process. 

8.2 Recommendations 

The design of the important parts of the fast tool servo is carried out. At the moment of 
writing this thesis, the bearing was being built. The remainder parts need to be designed 
into detail and a prototype of the fast tool servo implemented on the Colath lathe. Below an 
overview of important tasks that have to be performed is given. 

• Research to find a reliable production methad for the foil coils. 

• Tests on the Renishaw positioning measurement system. 

• Manufacture the ceramic heat exchanger. 

• Design the tool height adjustment into detail. 

• Development of the control software. 

Besides these tasks the frame, the tool arm and the remainder parts of the system need to be 
built. 
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Appendix A 

Dynamics Axial Bearing 

The model for the dynamic behaviour of the axial bearing is given below. The model of an 
annular recess bearing is used as a reference [RB92]. 

rs 

r4 

Pa c c Pa P, 

~ / 

Pa A Pa 

/ 

Figure A.l: Axial bearing without flow resistors 

The difference between the flow rate entering the bearing Qin and the flow rate out of the 
bearing Qout is given by equation (A.l). An increase of the volume or the density of the oil 
volume V in the bearing will result in a decrease of the flow out of the bearing. 

. V 
Qin- Qout =V+ -p 

p 
(A.l) 

The flow out of the bearing is given by equation (A.2) and is proportional to the pressure 
difference p 8 - Pr· Because the area over landBis small the flow out of that land, when the 
gap size is changed, back into the supply system is neglected. 

Q· _Ps-Pr 
m- Rs (A.2) 
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The flow out of the bearing can be calculated similar. In this case the area Ac of the land C 
is large and can not be neglected. The gap size h = ho + 8 h is defined as the gap size over 
land C at the upper part of the bearing. 

Pr · 
Qout = --Ac· 8h (A.3) 

Re 

The volume in the bearing increases when the gap size increases and is proportional to recess 
area. 

(A.4) 

The density is dependent on the pressure in the recess. 

. p . 
p = KzPr (A.5) 

Equation (A.1) can be written as. 

Ps - Pr - Pr + Ac · 8h = Ar · 8h + ~Pr 
RB Re Kz 

(A.6) 

A change of the gap size will result in a change of the resistance of the lands. Only small 
changes of the gap size around the equilibrium position are evaluated. The linearisation of 
8 (~) is given below. 

RB constant ::::? 8 (-1-) = -3 8h (A.7) 
(ho- 8h) 3 RB RB,o ho 

Re = constant ::::? 8 (-1-) = 3 8h (A.S) 
(ho+ 8h) 3 Re Rc,o ho 

Implementing the linearisation in equation (A.6) results in. 

3p8 1 3pr,O 1 3pr,O · · . V 
R h 8h- R h 8pr+ R h 8h-R 8pr R h 8h+Ach = Arh+8Pr K (A.9) 

B,O 0 B,O 0 B,O 0 C,O C,O 0 l 

Because only small change of the gap size h that results in small changes of the pressure in 
the recess Pr are considered the equation that gives the relation between the gap size and the 
pressure in the Laplace domain is. 

[ 
3ps 3pr 0 3pr 0 ] [ 1 1 V ] ) 

h(s) - R h + R 'h - R 'h -(Ar- Ac)s = Pr(s) R + R + K s (A.10 
B,O 0 B,O 0 C,O 0 B,O C,O l 

Around the nominal gap size the resistance of the lands B and C are equal and the recess 
pressure is half of the supply pressure. The transfer function that gives the relation between 
the recess pressure and small changes of the gap size is given below. 

Pr(s) ho~~,o +(Ar- Ac)s 
- h(s) _2_ + Ys (A.ll) 

RB,O Kz 

The two characteristic frequencies, w1 and w2, can be calculated using following equation. 
The system is stable if w1 is lower then w2. 

3ps 
hoRB,o(Ar- Ac) 

2Kz 

(A.12) 

(A.13) 
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Ps = 20 bar; ho= 35 p,m; R(B,ho) = 5.9 · 1011
; Kz = 1680 · 106 Njm2

; V= 4.2 · 10-7 

AR = n(r~ - rr) = 5.6. w-4 m 

Ac = n(rg - d) = 4.3 · 10-4 m 

h = 0.3 kHz and h = 2.2 kHz 
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Appendix B 

Design Flow Resistor 

Two types of flow resistors are investigated. The equations for the pressure drop are given 
tagether with schematics. 

Pressure drop in a capillary resistor. 

128 ·l·"' 
;j".p = 7r d4 Q 

Pressure drop in round duet (figures B.1 and B.2). 

12 ·l."' 
!:1p = 7r (d2/2- di/2)3. d Q 

[Boh89] 

W/711/1 //1 ___"",. 

~I-I I i 
tl/7771/////1 

Figure B.l: Schematic flow resistor 

(B.1) 

(B.2) 
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Figure B.2: Flow resistor 
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Appendix C 

Pressure Distribution Over a Radial 
Land 

Pout 

Figure C.l: Pressure distribution 

The pressure distribution over a radial land is logarithmic. 

p(r) =A ·ln(r) + B 

The pressure at the boundaries: 

p(rin) =Pin 

p(rout) = Pout 

It can be verified that the constant A and B are: 

A= Pin- Pout 
ln(.!in._) 

Tout 

B Pin - Pout l ( ) 
= Pin - ln( .!in_) n rin 

Tout 

(C.l) 

(C.2) 

(C.3) 

(C.4) 

(C.5) 
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The pressure distribution is given by: 

( ) Pin - Pout l ( r ) 
P r = l (..Dn...) n -.- +Pin 

n r out r~n 
(C.6) 

The load can be integrated: 

Tou t 

W = j 27r · r · p(r) · d(r) (C.7) 

(r~t - rfn)(Pout- Pin) ( ) 2 ( 2 2 ) 
1r ( ) + 1r Pout -Pin r out + 1rPin r out - rin 

2ln ..Dn... 
Tout 

(C.8) 

1r(Pout -Pin) ( (r~ut- rfn) + 2 2 ) ( 2 2 ) 

2 
( 

. ) r out + 1rPin r out - r in 
2ln .!m.. 

Tout 

(C.9) 



Appendix D 

Heat Generation in the Actuator 

Winding dimensions as a function of the number of magnets, the size of the magnets, the tool 
arm length and the stroke of the tool. 
Magnet dimension, calculation outer diameter dm,u using coillength dm,i and inner diameter 
lcoil· 

dm,u = dm,i + 2 lcoil 

Required space between the coil for the stroke of the tool. 

St · dm i St · dm u 
Ttmi = 2 la ' Ttmu = 2 la ' 

Maximal coil width determined by the required space for the stroke. 

(
7rdmi ) 

Wcoil = 0.5 · N - Ttmi 

Approximation winding length. 

Ttmi + Wcoil; lw,2 = lcoil + Wcoil; lw,3 = Ttmu + Wcoil 

lw,l + 2 lw,2 + lw,3 

Total heat production for N coils. 

PJoule 

Results 

2 N · J 2 
• P · Wcoil · tcoil · lw 

J 2p dm,i (27r la- St N) tcoil (27r dm,i la+ 2lcoil Nla +St Nlcoil) 

2Nla
2 

- eight magnets: PJoule = 820 W 
- twelve magnets: PJoule = 600 W 

(D.1) 

(D.2) 

(D.3) 

(D.4) 

(D.5) 

For lcoil = 15 mm, tcoil = 4 mm, la = 90 mm, St = 10 mm, N = 12, dm,i = 60 mm, dm,u = 
90mm 
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Appendix E 

2D Analysis Results 

In this appendix the results of the 2D magnetic field calculations are given. 
The resulting torque and the optimization are the results. The optimization parameter is 
scaled and does therefore not represent the exact value. 
N is the number of magnets. 
tmag is the magnet thickness. 
tcoil is the coil thickness. 
lmag is the inertia of the magnets. 
lrest is the available inertia for other rnaving parts, limited by the acceleration that needs to 
be achieved. 

N tmag tcoil torque optimization lmag lrest 

mm mm N.m kg.m2 kg.m2 

8 6 3 4.6 1.2 2.36E-04 5.85E-04 
4 5.6 1.4 2.36E-04 7.77E-04 
5 6.6 1.6 2.36E-04 9.50E-04 

8 8 3 5.6 1.9 3.14E-04 6.90E-04 
4 6.9 2.1 3.14E-04 9.24E-04 
5 8.1 2.3 3.14E-04 1.13E-03 

12 6 3 5.0 2.1 2.36E-04 6.65E-04 
4 6.0 2.2 2.36E-04 8.53E-04 
5 7.0 2.4 2.36E-04 1.02E-03 

12 8 3 5.9 2.9 3.14E-04 7.49E-04 
4 7.1 3.1 3.14E-04 9.70E-04 
5 8.2 3.3 3.14E-04 1.16E-03 

12 10 3 6.6 3.5 3.93E-04 7.90E-04 
4 7.9 3.9 3.93E-04 1.03E-03 
5 9.1 4.1 3.93E-04 1.24E-03 
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Appendix F 

3D Actuator Calculations 

In this appendix is explained how the calculations for the actuator are performed. All calcu
lations are performed using Ansys and Matlab. 

Ansys 

A quarter of a magnet part is modelled in Ansys to save calculation time. The boundary 
conditions describe the symmetry and anti-symmetry in the model: 

• no extra boundary conditions results in symmetry with respect to that boundary. 

• the condition mag, 0 results in anti-symmetry with respect too that boundary. 

Between the upper and lower part of the magnets in the axial direction, anti-symmetry is 
used. On the boundary between two magnets with opposite magnetization, anti-symmetry 
is used as well. The symmetry conditions are applied in the middle of one magnet. The file 
3Dmotor.txt is the Ansys input file. The calculated results are exported toa .txt output file 
using !field. txt. The results are ordered in parallel levels over the magnets. The magnet ie 
field in all directions is given as a nmction of the angle and the radius in polar coordinates. 

Matlab 

The FEM results are first converted to the . mat format and all extra output codes of Ansys 
are cleared. Following steps are performed to find the results. 

• expand the results to two magnets using the boundary conditions. 

• plot the results, the user can verify if the data is valid. 

• calculate the winding path and plot the path over the results. 

• the FEM results are interpolated to the winding positions. The windings are split up 
in small parts and the results are interpolated at the center of the parts. 

• the resulting force are calculated at the winding parts and are summed over the windings 
and different levels over the magnet. 
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Ansys code, main file 

/PREP7 

N=12 
phi=360/ (2•N) 
din=SOe-3 
duit=90e-3 
rin=din/2 
rui t=dui t/2 
tmag=3e-3 
tcoil=10e-3 
hair=50e-3 

! Material definitions 
! Air 

Material 10 
MP,MURX,10,1 
! Neodimium magnet 
! Material 2 
HC=1000000 
BR=1.2 
TB,BH,2, ,2 
TBPT,DEFI,O,O 
TBPT ,DEFI ,HC/2 ,BR/2 
TBPT, DEFI , HC , BR 
! Magnetisation in Z 
MP,MGZZ,2,HC 

! Element types 
ET, 1 , SOLID96 

! linea to extrude geometry 
k, 1 ,0,0,0 
k,2,0,0,tmag 
k,3 ,0 ,0, tmag+tcoil 
k,4,0,0,tmag+hair 
1,1,2 
1,2,3 
1,3,4 
LESIZE,1",3 
LESIZE,2,, ,10 
LESIZE,3,, ,15,3 

! geometry to extrude 
cy14,0,0 ,rin,phi 
cyl4,0,0 ,ruit ,phi 
cyl4,0 ,0 ,ruit+tcoil ,phi 
cy14,0 ,0 ,rui t+hair ,ph i 
aovlap,all 

! di vision of linea in base plane 
LESIZE,4", 10 
LESIZE, 7,,, 10 
LESIZE, 10", 10 
LESIZE, 13" , 10 

LESIZE,5,1e-3 
LESIZE,6,1e-3 
LESIZE, 16, le-3 
LESIZE, 17, 1e-3 
LESIZE, 18, 1e-3 
LES I ZE, 19, 1e-3 
LESIZE,20", 15,3 
LESIZE,21", 15,3 

! generating volumes by dragging are as 
vdrag, 1, 1,1,,, ,1,2,3 
vdrag,5 ,5, 5,,,, 1,2 ,3 
vdrag,6,6,6,,, ,1,2,3 
vdrag, 7, 7, 7, , , , 1, 2, 3 

nummrg,all 

allsel,all 
vatt,10 
vsel, s, vol u, ,4 
vatt ,2 

allsel,all 
vsweep,all 

nsel,s,loc,z,O 
D,all,mag,O 

nsel ,s ,loc ,y ,0 
D,all,mag,O 

allsel,all 
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FINI 

Ansys code, field extraction 
CSYS,O 
RP=0.060 
PI=4•ATAN(1) 
/PAGE,. ,100, 240 
/FORMAT ,10 ,G,14,5 ,1000, 200 
/OUTPUT ,nm12di60du90tm3tl075, TXT 
/NOPRINT 

NLEVEL=6 
levelmin=3. 75e-3 
levelmax=B. 75e-3 
•VWRITE,NLEVEL 
('#NLEVEL#' ,F10.5) 

NRADPOINTS=61 
•VWRITE,NRADPOINTS 
( '#NRADPOINTS#' ,F10. 5) 

Nseg=12 
ANGMIN=O 
ANGMAX=360/2/Nseg 
NANGS=10 
• VITRITE, NANGS 
('#NANGLES#' ,F10.5) 

*DO ,LEVEL • levelmin, levelmax~ ( (levelmax-levelmin) I (nlevel-1)) 
•DO ,FI ,ANGMIN ,ANGMAX, ( (ANGMAX-ANGMIN)/ (NANGS-1)) 

PATH,RADIUS,2, ,60 
PPATH,1,.0,0,LEVEL 
PPATH,2, ,RP•COS(FI•PI/180) ,RP•SIN(FI•PI/180) ,LEVEL 
POEF ,PBX,B,X 
POEF ,PBY ,B,Y 
POEF ,PBZ ,B ,Z 
/GOPRINT 
•VWRITE,LEVEL,FI 

( '#TABLE#' ,2F10.5) 
PRP A TH , PBX ,PBY, PBZ 
/NOP RI NT 

•ENDDO 
•ENDDD 
/GOPRINT 
KLIST ,1 
/OUTPUT 

Matlab code, main file 
%% Rotor gain calculation main 
close all 
clear all 
clc 
%% Input magnatie field 
load FIELDn12tmag .mat 
%% Dimensions 
Ns=12; 
tmag=Be-3; 
dmi=60e-3; 
dm.u=60e-3; 
st=0.005; 
wcoil=0.006; 
tcoil=4e-3; 
rufillet=O. 0085; 
rv=0.051; 
beta=360/Ns/2; 
ww=O .12e-3; 
nw=wcoil/ww; 
tlev=le-3; 
A=tlev*ww; 
J=30e6; 
rho=17. 86e-9; 

%% plot field 

% number of magnets 
% magnet thickness 
% inner diameter magnets 
% outer diameter magnets 
% stroke tool 
% coil width 
% coil thickness 
% coil dimension 

% coil dimension 
% angle one segment/2 

% width winding 
% number of windings 
% thickness of one level 
% area cross section winding 
% current density 
% specific resistivity copper 

% extract one level of field values 
[bx, by, bz] =getlevel (bxmat, bymat, bzmat, 2) ; 
% expand to two magnets 
[bx, by, bz, aa] =expandfull5mrt (bx, by, bz, angles) ; 
hold off 
% Plot top view of two magnets 
xx=diag(rr)•ones (length(rr) ,length(aa)) •diag(cos (aa*pi/180)); 
yy=diag(rr)•ones (length(rr) ,length(aa)) •diag(sin(aa•pi/180)); 
contourf (xx, yy, bx) ; 
axis ( [0. 01,0. 07,-0. 02,0. 02]); 
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axis equal; 
held on 
% boundery of magnets 
theta=-2•pi/Ns: 2*pi/Ns/5: 2*pi/Ns; 
ri=30e-3•ones (1 ,length(theta)); 
ru=45e-3•ones ( 1,length ( theta)) ; 
[Rix Riy]=pol2cart(theta,ri); 
[RUx RUy]=pol2cart(theta,ru); 
plot(Rix,Riy, 'w.' ,RUx,RUy, 'w. '); 
% calculate winding path 
% ini tial position of coil 
fi_O=O; 
%initialising matrix with force and torque output: Fx, Fy, Fz, Tx, Ty, Tz 
matTFcoil=zeros(1,6); 
%initialising matrix with angles out of centre 
matdfi=[]; 
% rotatien of coil/actuator 
for dfi=O ;%- (st/0. 09/pi•180): (st/0 .09/pi•180)/10: (st/0 .09/pi*180); 

matdfi=[matdfi dfi]; 

end 

df i =df i/ 180•pi ; 
fi=fi_O+dfi; % coil position 
%% plot windinga 
W=windings (beta,rv ,rufillet, wcoil,nw); 
R=[cos (fi) sin(fi); -sin(fi) cos (fi)]; 
for i=l:nw, 

end 

c=W(:,: ,i)•R; 
x=c(: ,1); 
y=c(:,2); 
plot(x,y,'k'); 
held on; 

colorbar; 
axis equal; 
grid on; 
%% force and torqua calculation 
TFcoil=zeros(1,6); 
% level for coil of thickness 4mm and 0.5 mm above magnets 
for level=[2:5], 

end 

% total length of windinga for one coil 
1=[]; 
% extract one level of field values 
[bx, by, bz] =getlevel (bxmat, bymat, bzmat, level) ; 
[bx, by, bz, aa] =expandfull5mrt (bx, by, bz, angles) ; 
T=zeros(1,6); 
for i=1:nw, 

% Outer winding in first quadrant 
c=W(:,:,i)•R; % get contour 
m=length(c); 
cb=c (1 :m-1,:); % begin of each segment 
ce=c(2:m, :) ; %end of each segment 
ccp=(cb+ce)/2; % center points 
ds=sqrt( (ce (:, 1)-cb(:, 1)). ~2+(ce(: ,2)-cb(: ,2)). ~2); % segment length 
1=[1 su.m.(ds)]; % length of coil 
dv=(ce-cb) ./[ds ds] ;% direction veetors 
% Po lar coordinates of center points and interpolate in FEM resul t array 
[a,r]=cart2pol (ccp(:, 1), ccp(: ,2)); 
Bx=interp2(aa•pi/180 ,rr, bx,a,r); 
By=interp2(aa•pi/180 ,rr, by ,a,r); 
Bz=interp2(aa•pi/180 ,rr, bz ,a,r); 
Be= [Bx By Bz] ; 
Y.Bc (:, )=zeros (length(Bx), 1); 
% Calculate force and torqua 
dv=[dv zeros(m-1,1)]; % expand direction vector to 30 
dstest=ds; 
ds=ds• [1 1 1] ; 
F=cross(Bc,(J•A•ds.•dv)); % F=B X (J *Vol) 
M=cross ( [ccp levels (level) •ones (length(ccp), 1)] ,F) ;% M=r X F 
%M=cross([ccp levels(level)•zeros(length(ccp),1)],F);% M=r X F 
F=sum(F); 
M=sum(M); 
T=T+[F M]; 

end 
TFcoil=TFcoil+T; 

matTFcoil= [matTFcoil ;TFcoil]; 

axis equal 
% clear first row of results 
matTFcoil(1, :)=[]; 
TF=matTFcoil; 
% length of the windings 
l=sum(l); 
%% evaluation results 
% heat production for coils on both sides of magnet 
pw=J-2•rho•l•ww•tcoil•2•Ns; 
Jmag=jholcil (dm.u,dm.i, tmag, 7600); 
matT=-TF(: ,6); 
torque=max (matT) •2•Ns 
opt=(torque/Jmag). -2/pw; 
pw 
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opt 
% resistance, voltage, k-factor 
R=l•rho/ (tcoil*ww) 
R12=R•12 
V12= ( tcoil•ww•J) *R12 
i=(tcoil*ww*J); 
k=torque/ ( tcoil•ww•J) 
'Y.'Y. Plot resul ts 

Matlab code, subroutine for 12 magnets 
function [Bx,By ,Bz ,Aa]=expandfull5mrt (bx, by, bz ,Angles) 

'Y. veld van 16 tot 30 graden 
angles2=15 :30; 
bx4=fliplr(bx); 
by4=fliplr (by); 
bz4=fliplr(bz); 
bx4(: ,1)=[]; 
by4(: ,1)=[]; 
bz4(: ,1)=[]; 
% veld van 0 tot 15 graden, gegevens uit ansys 
angles1=0: 15; 
bx3=bx; 
by3=by; 
bz3=bz; 
bx3(: ,1)=[]; 
by3(: ,1)=[]; 
bz3(: ,1)=[]; 
% veld van -15 tot 0 graden 
angles3=-15:0; 
bx2=-fliplr(bx); 
by2=fliplr (by) ; 
bz2=-fliplr(bz); 
bx2(: ,1)=[]; 
by2(: ,1)=[]; 
bz2(: ,1)=[]; 
% veld van -30 tot -15 graden 
angles3=-30: -15; 
bxl=-bx; 
by1=-by; 
bzl=-bz; 

% samenvoegeven van delen 
anglest=-30: 30; 
bxt= [bx1 bx2 bx3 bx4] 
byt= [by1 by2 by3 by4] 
bzt= [bz1 bz2 bz3 bz4] 

Bx=bxt; 
By=byt; 
Bz=bzt; 
Aa=anglest; 
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Appendix G 

3D Analysis Results 

In this appendix the results of the 3D magnetic field calculations are given. 
The resulting torque, the heat production and the optimization are the results. The opti
mization parameter is scaled and does therefore not represent the exact value. After these 
calculations improvements on the calculation methad were performed. The value of the torque 
as given in chapter 5 is the right one. This calculation methad is valid for the optimization 
that is performed using its results. 

N is the number of magnets. 
tmag is the magnet thickness. 
tcoil is the coil thickness. 

N tmag 

mm 
8 6 
8 6 
8 8 
8 8 

12 6 
12 6 
12 8 
12 8 

14 6 
14 6 

tcoil 

mm 
3 
4 
3 
4 

3 
4 
3 
4 

3 
4 

torque optimization Pjoule 

N.m w 
5.5 9 631 
6.4 9 841 
6.5 7 631 
7.7 7 841 

5.4 12 437 
6.3 12 582 
6.2 9 437 
7.2 9 582 

5.4 13 403 
6.2 13 537 
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Appendix H 

Calculations Heat Exchanger 

Flow rate for a temperature differenee of 3 K of the eooling water. 

Q = PJoule 
b..T. p. Cp 

552 . 
3 * 1000 * 4186 m3 /s = 4.4. 10-5 m3 /s = 2.61/mm 

Hydraulie diameterfora duet of 3.5 mm by 3 mm. 

4 A 4 * (3 · 10-3 * 3.5 · 10-3) 
Dh = p = 2 * (3 . 10-3 + 3.5 . 10-3) = 3.23 mm 

(H.1) 

(H.2) 

Average speed of the eooling water in the duet, parallel supply of the four eooling parts. 

Q 4.4 ·10-5 

U= 4 A = 4 * (3 · 10-3 * 3.5 · 10-3) = l.05 m/s (H.3) 

The Reynolds number. 

Re = p U Dh = 1000 * 1.05 * 0.0032 = 3 . 103 
"' 0.001137 

(H.4) 

The Nusselt number. 

NuDh = NuD = 0.012(Ref}j87 - 280)Pr0
.4 = 21.6 (H.5) 

The heat transfer eoefficient at the wallof the duet. 

h = NuDh · k = 21.6 * 0.59 W /(K.m2) = 4 . 103 W /(K.m2) 
Dh 0.0032 

(H.6) 

Approximation ealculation of the temperature differenee between the eoil and the water. 

b..T = J2 . tcoil . Pe [ tglue + tbase + _..!._] 
kglue kbase he 

(H.7) 

( 30 . 106) 2 * 4 . 10-3 * 1.68 . 10-8 * [ 0.2 ~.~o-3 + 2 . ~~-3 + 4~00] oe (H.8) 

35 oe (H.9) 
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Appendix I 

Stiffness at Tooi 

In this appendix is explained how the stiffness at the tool in the y-direction is calculated. 
Only the elasticity of the bearing and the tool arm in the relevant direction is considered. 

radial bearing y 

center 

/ 
-"' L. 

z 

-"' 

radial bearing 

Moment equilibrium around center 

Mtool = -2 · Mbearing =} h · Fy = 2 ·l2 · Frad (I.l) 

Fy is the applied tooling force in the y-direction. 

Force equilibrium in y-direction 

Fy =Fax (I.2) 

Fax is the applied force on the axial bearing. 

Forces 

l2 
Frad = ÓXrad · krad = ÓY(tool,rad) T; · krad (I.3) 

Fax = ÓYax · kax = ÓY(tool,ax) · kax (1.4) 
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Frad is the applied force on the radial bearing. 
8Yax is the displaced at the axial bearing. 
8xrad is the displaced at the radial bearing. 

Stiffness in axial direction 

8Ytool = 8Y(tool,rad) + 8y(tool,ax) + 8Y(tool,arm) 

( 
Zi 1 1 1 ) 

8ytool = F(tool,y) 212 -k + -k + (k ) 
2 rad ax arm, y 

kz = ( Zi2 _1_ + _1_ + __ 1 __ )-1 
2!2 krad kax k(arm, z) 

(I.5) 

(I.6) 

(I. 7) 



Appendix J 

FEM Results Stiffness Calculations 

The infl uence of the tool arm and moving parts of the bearing construction is determined 
using FEM. A load is applied at the tool position and the displacement in the load direction 
is evaluated. 

stat1 cst1 ffness 
DEFAULT UC CASE 
01 sp 1 ace.ent 

• Absolute Yalua 

Nodal Result 
Max = 4 . 148e-D05 

I Uê~~~~~ 2 . 37Ge•OD5 
2 . 03Ge-D05 
1 . 697e-D05 
1 . 357e-005 
1 . 018e-005 
6 . 787e-DDG 
3 . 394e-OOG 
o.ooo .. ooo 

M1n = o.OODe+DOO 

Figure J .1: Stiffness calculation in z-direction, load=lOOO mN, deviation in mm 
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stat1 cst1 ffness 
DEFAULT LBC CASE 
D1sp lac811ent 
y 
Absolute Value 

Ilodal Result 
Max = 1.109e-005 

1
······-··· 9.073e-D06 
8.16Ge-OOG 
7 .258e-OOG 
6.351e-006 
5.444e-006 
4.537e-OOG 
3 . 629e-OOG 
2. 7228-006 
1.815e-006 
9 . 073e-OD7 
O. OODe+OOO 

Figure J .2: Stiffness calculation in x-direction, load=lOOO mN, deviation in mm 

I ~ 

1
1. 861e-DD5 

. 

1. 692e-DD5 
1.522e-005 
1.353e-005 
t . t84e-oos 
1.015e-005 
8 .4588-006 
6 . 767e-OOG 
5 . 075e-OOG 
3.383e-D06 

· 1. 692e-006 
O. OOOe•DOO 

Figure J.3: Stiffness calculation in y-direction, load=lOOO mN, deviation in mm 



Appendix K 

FEM Results Modal Calculations 

In this appendix the first five resonance modes are given. The calculations are performed 
with the structural mode of Unigraphics. The used material of the hearing parts is brass. 
The arm and the contra masses are of aluminium and the magnets and the holders of them 
are of steel. 

uemar1a_2 ~ ..... 1 
, ......... 1<4:N.Cf83 
D1-.lac•H"t 
MagnituH 

MM1•1 Rft.Ult 
Ma• ~r 1.1GS:e..OOII 

1 
.. .,. ..... 
1.28h .. IJU1 
1.~1'-:-101 
C.IIU:tt-001 
$.1S.C.-DD1 
5.19h-1Dl 
<41.11Jh .. IJOt 
3,5a,.-DOJ 
2 .1UJa ... I01 

-~!.~J 

Figure K.l: Mode 1, at 4.1 kHz in the y-direction. 
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scenarto_2 
Mode: 2 
Freq: 4.50Da+003 Hl 
Dt aplac•ent 
Magnttude 

lodal Result 
Max : 1.05Da+ODD 

l
::;;:::~~t 
7.733a-D01 
6.874e-OD1 
li.DlSe-001 
5 . 157e-DD1 
4 .2998-001 
3.44le-DDl 
2.582e-oot 
1.72o4e-oot 
1.&56e-D02 
7.28De•D04 

M1 n : 7. 21De-DD4 

Figure K.2: Mode 2, first mode at 4.5 kHz that is present in the positioning loop of the tool. 

scenarto_2 
Mode= 3 
Fraq: S.57le+D03 Hz 
D1 s phc•ent 
Megnttude 

lodalRaa ult 
Max : 1 . DD4e+000 

Figure K.3: Mode 3 at 5.6 kHz 

l
::~:::~t 
7.413e-DD1 
6.5988•001 
5.183a-DD1 
4.9688-001 
4.153a-DD1 
3.338a-DDl 
2.523e•DD1 
1.708e-D01 
8.925e-DD2 
7.743e-D03 

Mtn ;:. 7.7438•003 



Appendix K. FEM Results Modal Calculations 

scensr1o_2 
Mode: 4 
Freq: &. W7e•OD3 H:z 
D1sptsc•ent 
Megn1tuH 

lodal Res ult 
Max: 1 . 175e+ODO 

l
::m::::::: 
1.&85s•D01 
1. 734e-D01 
ii.783e-D01 
5.832e-D01 
4 . 8811-001 
3 . 9301-001 
2 . 9791-001 
2.0281-001 
1.0771-001 
1.2531•002 

M1n : 1.2ii3e•DD2 

Figure K.4: Mode 4 at 6.6 kHz 

) ---y 

Figure K.5: Mode 5 at 7.3 kHz 

scenar1o_2 
Mode: 5 
Freq: 7.3181+003 H:z 
ltspl.c•ent 
Negn1t11de 

lodal Result 
Max : 1. USe+DDD 

I
u~:::::: 
8.S21e-00l 
7.6801-001 
&.7401-001 
5.799e-00l 
4.8'591-001 

- 3. 911e-DOl 
2 . S78e•001 
2.B371•001 
l.lr9S.-D01 
1.559s-BIJ2 

M1n : l.559e-DD2 
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Appendix L 

Overview Mechanica! Drawings 

In this appendix relevant drawings of the design are included to give the reader an idea of 
the dimensions. 

~ oEI 

~n F 
;; .r: 

~! 
:: 

~i l1 

~~ jj 

:~ ~ :: 
j t 

135 
27,;: 

~ 
37,5 ra-

Figure L.l: Cooling design and fixation of the steady parts of the actuator. The cooling 
channels have a total thickness of 5.5 mm and are mounted on stainless steel 
plates of 5 mm. An aluminiumblockof 27.5 mm is used as a basis. 
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[[) .. 
(l1 

U1 
N 

N 
U1 

Coo I i ng channe I s 

I. ~ 50 ~I 
~ 105 

LD 
la 

LD 

Figure L.2: Cooling channels 
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0) 
• 

(T) 
(T) 0) 
Ln 

Ln 
V 

t' '& 
(T) 

Ln 
"t" 

5 11 EE o-v ov 
s'sz 

E6 

BOT 

Figure L.3: Overview of the rnaving parts 
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vvr 

9vl 

Figure L.4: Overview of the RFTS 



Appendix M 

Material Properties 

The material properties that are given below are used for the FEM analysis. 

material density E-modulus Poisson ratio thermal conductivity 
kgjm3 109 N/m2 W/(m·K) 

aluminium 6061 2700 69 0.33 
bronze 8850 103 0.34 
stainless steel 7750 193 0.3 
Ab03 40 
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Appendix N 

List of Symbols and Abbreviations 

In chapters 1, 2, 3, 6 and 7 

Symbol Description Unit 

A amplitude m 
T radius m 

Tout outer radius m 
() angular position rad 
Zt axial tool position m 
Vt axial tool speed m· s-1 

at axial tool acceleration m· s-2 

fs spindie frequency Hz 
Ra surface roughness m 
k stiffness N -1 ·m 
Ft tool force N 
x x position m 
y y position m 
z z position m 
la arm length m 

Tact actuator torque Nm 
() arm rotation rad 

lsys characteristic system inertia kg·m2 

Tsys characteristic system radius m 
msys characteristic system mass kg 
p density kg· m-3 

V volume m3 

Tact average actuator radius m 

Pact total actuator force over surrounding N 
B magnetic induction T 
I current A 
lcoil coillength m 

Wcoil coil width m 
J current density A -2 ·m 
E Youngs modulus N -2 ·m 
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p 

f 
ç 
J 

density 
frequency 
damping coefficient 
moment of inertia 

In chapter 4, Bearing Design 

Symbol Description 

u velocity in x direction 
V velocity in y direction 
w velocity in z direction 
p pressure 
7] dynamic viscosity 
h gap height in a bearing 
u velocity of a bearing surface 
Q flow rate 
l length of a duet 
b width of a duet 
R resistance on a flow 
Re Renolds number 
Kz bulk modulus of a compressible fluid 
Kza apparent bulk modulus 
Va air volume 

Vz liquid volume 
Tjric friction torque 
d diameter 
w angular velocity 
T temper at ure 
To initial temperature 
(3 coefficient 
c specific heat capacity 

Ps supply pressure 

Pr recess pressure 
B constant for bearing geometry 
Rz resistance over a land 
Rr resistance over a flow resistor 
Ae effective area of a bearing 
Fz bearing laad 
k stiffness 
m mass 
s Laplace variabie 
B squeeze damping coefficient 
W1 charaderistic frequency 
W2 charaderistic frequency 
kd fluid stiffness 
ks static stiffness 

kg· m-3 

Hz 

Unit 

m·s-1 

m·s-1 

m·s-1 

Pa 
Pa·s 
m 
m·s-1 

m3. s-1 

m 
m 
N·s·m-5 

N -2 ·m 
N -2 ·m 
m3 
m3 

Nm 
m 
rad· s-1 
oe 
oe 

J. kg-1. K-1 
N -2 ·m 
N -2 ·m 

N·s·m-5 

N·s·m-5 

m2 

N 
N -1 ·m 
kg 
rad· s-1 

N·s·m-1 

rad· s-1 

rad· s-1 
N -3 ·m 
N -1 ·m 
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Ro resistance in equilibrium situation N · s · m-5 

c FEMlab constant 
u solved variabie in FEMlab 

f FEMlab constant 
e bearing excentricity m 
r radius m 

Pa atmospheric pressure N -2 ·m 
w laad N 
krad stiffness in radial direction N -1 ·m 
kax stiffness in axial direction N -1 ·m 
l length m 

In chapter 5, Actuator Design 

Symbol Description Unit 

u voltage V 
I current A 
R electrical resistance n 
k motor constant N-A-1 

w angular velocity rad· s-1 

L induction H 
Te electrical time constant s 
PJ heat generation w 
Je current density in coil A -2 ·m 
Ac cross section area coil m2 

Ze coillength m 

Pc specific resistance coil D·m 

Vc coil volume m3 

Br remarrenee Tesla 

f..tr relative permeability 
He coercitive field strength A -1 ·m 
N number of windings 

<P magnetic flux Wb 

Rm reluctance of the magnetic circuit A. y-1. s-1 

tmag magnet thickness m 
r position vector m 
a acceleration m· s-2 

i gap thickness air gap m 
Wmag magnet width m 
Wgap gap width m 

dm, i inner diameter magnet m 
St tool stroke m 
q internal heat generation w -3 ·m 
k conduction W · m-1 · K-1 

q" heat flux w -2 ·m 
(J radiative proportionality factor 
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Constants 

h heat transfer coefficient 
Bi Biot number 
Nu 
Pr 
Dh 
p 

Nusselt number 
Prandl number 
hydraulic diameter 
wetted perimeter 

Constant Description 

m 

m 

f.LO permeability in vacuum 4 · 1r • 10 1 V· s ·A 1 . m 1 

Abbreviations 

CAD 
CAE 
FEM 
RFTS 

computer aided design 
computer aided engineering 
finite element analysis 
rotary fast tool servo 


